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ABSTRACT
Utilizing cell-specific chromatin accessibility states to understand appendage patterning and
diversification in Drosophila Melanogaster
Ryan Loker

During development DNA-binding transcription factors are deployed downstream of patterning
events to enable specific gene regulatory programs that define diverse cell identities. Within a
given eukaryotic cell only a subset of potential binding targets in the genome, called cisregulatory modules, are available due to the distribution of nucleosomes which restrict access to
the underlying DNA. The accessible landscape of cells is highly dynamic over time and across
different cell types, although how this process is regulated and influences the function of
transcription factors in patterning of complex tissues is not well understood. In this thesis I
focused on dissecting the cell type-specific chromatin accessibility landscapes that distinguishes
different cell populations within the Drosophila dorsal appendages. The patterning of this system
is extremely well characterized allowing for a detailed understanding of how transcription factors
at the top of cell fate hierarchies influence, or respond to, the chromatin landscape during
development. In Chapter 2 I describe the differences in chromatin accessibility along the
proximal-distal axis of the wing imaginal disc which gives rise to distinct populations of the
thoracic body wall and appendage in the second thoracic segment (T2). I found that a major
driver of chromatin differences in these populations is the repressive input of the conserved
insect wing marker Nubbin, whose function in the appendage is associated with decreasing
accessibility of select chromatin regions relative to their conformation in body wall cells. In
Chapter 3 I characterized the serially homologous body wall and appendage cells in the adjacent

third thoracic body segment (T3), which diverge extensively in morphology from the T2 state
due to influence of a single gene, Ultrabithorax (Ubx). Ubx is a member of the Hox gene family
which functions to provide cells with spatial identity along the anterior-posterior axis. I show this
function for Ubx in specifying T3 cells coincides with widespread changes to chromatin
accessibility which contribute to a segment and cell type-specific regulatory program.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 General introduction to the role of transcription factors in tissue patterning
The expression of specific genes in the correct time and place is essential to the
development of multicellular life and how organisms interact with their environment. Beginning
as multipotent stem cells development proceeds through a series of patterning events to build an
organism composed of hundreds of specialized cells.
Key to the acquisition of distinct cell fates is the evolution and deployment of sequencespecific DNA-binding proteins called transcription factors (TFs) that dictate where and when
downstream target genes turn ON or OFF. While many transcription factors exist within the
genome (the human genome encodes ~1,600), they can be grouped within a small number of
evolutionarily related families classified by their DNA-binding domain type, which remain
relatively constrained. However, outside this domain TFs within a given family can vary widely,
which can affect functions outside of DNA-interaction such as their ability to bind other proteins
or recruitment of the transcriptional machinery.
Not surprisingly, perturbation of transcription factor function during development or
homeostasis results in morphological phenotypes, which can vary greatly depending on the
transcription factor studied and the context in which it is removed. As a result, different
functional categories have been defined to group various transcription factors.
A major step in our understanding of how transcription factors control development and
patterning was the conceptualization of the “selector gene” concept by Antonio GarciaBellido(García-Bellido, 1975). Based on the phenotype of loss-of-function genetic experiments
in Drosophila involving the Engrailed (En) and Ultrabithorax (Ubx) genes, which were both
later identified as homeodomain TFs, it was posited that a group of genes subdivide the body
1

into distinct territories by promoting a specific set of downstream genes (Figure 1.1). Since then
a variety of different selector genes have been found across eukaryotes, albeit without meeting
the originally defined strict definition(Mann & Carroll, 2002). Some are required for a specific
cell population, an entire tissue comprising multiple cell populations, or providing positional
identity to entire segments, among other functions. Knowledge of how these critical regulatory
proteins function is critical to our understanding of disease states, as many conditions are
associated with their aberrant regulation, function, or ability to regulate specific downstream
targets(F. Zhang & Lupski, 2015).
While huge strides have been made in our understanding of transcription factor biology,
detailed studies looking into their function reveal an ever expanding degree of versatility and
complexity. Within a given population of cells, a TF can bind and regulate the function of
hundreds or thousands of targets, called cis-regulatory modules (CRMs) to influence target gene
expression. Furthermore, many TFs can regulate CRMs both positively and negatively to define
their proper expression pattern. Thus the understanding of TF function requires both identifying
their targets in specific cell contexts and how they are ultimately regulated. In this chapter I will
discuss several aspects of transcription factors and our current understanding of their function.

2

Figure 1.1 Selector genes subdivide the body.
Cartoon illustrating some of the various roles of different selector genes in Drosophila
functioning to control diverse cell identities. (modified from Mann and Carroll, 2002)

1.2 Dynamics of gene regulation
1.2.1 The cis-regulatory module
During development and homeostasis genes need to be expressed under tight spatial and
temporal control. This information converges through a class of functional non-coding DNA
elements that control the expression status of nearby genes called cis-regulatory modules
(CRMs). CRMs serve as platforms which integrate TFs that accumulate in cells as a result of
their origin (or lineage), position relative to a signaling source, hormonal status of the organism,
among many other sources. Motifs present within the CRM recruit specific TFs required for their
function. TFs bound to CRMs contribute to gene expression by recruiting RNA polymerase to
the cognate promoter. These regulatory elements can function near the promoter (promoter-
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proximal elements), but are often located far removed from target promoters at distances up to
hundreds of kilobases away. In addition to TFs that promote gene expression CRMs also receive
negative input from repressor TFs that prevent gene expression. It is the combination of these
positive and negative inputs that defines the precise output of a given CRM. However TFs can
interact with simple and often degenerate binding motifs that occur frequently throughout the
genome, yet only regulate a small subset of potential sites in a highly cell-type specific manner.
Many features are currently recognized outside the presence or absence of a specific binding
motif that influence the likelihood of a CRM to be activated in the right instance. Of particular
importance in determining which targets are utilized is the structure of chromatin, which
packages the DNA into the nucleus and performs several key regulatory functions. The primary
layer of chromatin is called the nucleosome, composed of ~147 base pairs wrapped around a core
octamer of histone proteins, consisting of two copies each of histone H2A, H2B, H3, and H4. In
fact much of the genome in a given cell is refractory toward TF binding due to the surrounding
chromatin structure(reviewed in Voss and Hager, 2014). Adjacent nucleosomes are separated by
stretches of linker DNA, which can interact with an additional linker histone leading to further
compaction of the chromatin. However nucleosome distribution in the genome is not fixed and
can also be shaped by patterning systems during development. Thus chromatin plays another
critical layer of regulation for cell specific regulatory expression programs.

1.2.2 Combinatorial gene regulation
As mentioned above eukaryotic CRMs integrate a variety of transcription factor inputs
and there are many described mechanisms by which combinatorial interactions are important for
both recruiting specific TFs and ultimately proper activation of transcription. Firstly, CRMs
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typically contain binding sites for distinct TFs, and loss of individual inputs often results in
aberrant activity. A beautiful illustration of this concept comes from the detailed analysis of a
promoter-proximal CRM controlling a subset of the embryonic expression of the pair-ruled gene
even-skipped(eve) in its second stripe domain of the pre-cellular Drosophila blastoderm(Small et
al., 1992). Activating inputs from the Bicoid morphogen gradient and Hunchback initiate activity
in a broad band of cells in the anterior portion of the embryo which is then narrowed by
repressive input of gap genes on the anterior by Giant, and the posterior by Kruppel. The result
of this is a sharply defined domain activity reflecting the spatial domains of each input. Removal
of binding sites of any input results in loss or ectopic gain of activity, demonstrating the
necessity of combinatorial gene regulation.
For the right TF to be recruited to the correct CRM, despite low motif discrimination
between many similar TFs of the same family, additional mechanisms are required to increase
binding specificity. Often cooperative interactions involving other TFs or through the DNA
itself, play an important role in recruitment of the correct regulatory proteins. The simplest
model of cooperativity is interactions between two different TFs of the same type (homodimers)
or different types (heterodimers) which form complexes that facilitate cooperative engagement
and regulation of CRMs. For example the proto-oncogene basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) TF
Myc has inherently low affinity for DNA-binding and must dimerize with another bHLH factor
Max to function in transcriptional activation(Amati & Land, 1994). Interestingly, Max can also
interact with another partner, Mad, which results in repressive function once bound to DNA.
Thus direct protein-protein interactions are important for both recruitment of different TFs and
ultimately the regulatory outcome.

5

Additionally, interaction between cofactors has the potential to change binding site
selection of TFs when engaged in a complex compared to a monomeric state through a process
termed latent specificity. A well studied example of this mechanism involves the interaction of
members of the Hox family of TFs with their shared cofactor Exd (homolog of Pbx proteins in
mammals)(Slattery, Riley, et al., 2011). Nearly all members of the Hox family share sequence
preference for a similar AT-rich binding site, which raises the question of how they execute
different biological functions. Each Hox protein has the capacity to interact with Exd and the
resulting heterodimer complex induces differences among paralogs to diversify their binding
preferences.
Beyond the presence of specific binding motifs, the arrangement of binding sites, or
motif architecture, can be grouped into different patterns that have important implications for
regulatory activity. Multiple models have been proposed with experimental support from the
regulation of different CRMs (Figure 1.2). In some cases strict motif arrangement is critical for
TF recruitment, a defining feature of the enhanceosome model. The classic case study for this
type of CRM is the interferon-ß enhancer in which eight TFs bind within a 55 base pair element.
Mutational analysis and partial crystal structures TFs engaged with this CRM have revealed that
each individual binding site is critical for activation and there is little evidence for binding
cooperativity at the protein-protein interaction level(Panne et al., 2007; Thanos & Maniatis,
1995). Instead it has been proposed that binding of all input TFs occurs in a stepwise manner in
which binding of one factor is mediated by changes in DNA conformation induced by binding of
a previous TF(Panne et al., 2007). In this way the relative position of binding sites is critical for
assembly of a protein complex required for precise gene activation in response to viral exposure.
However such strict arrangement of binding site compositions appear to be rare in
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biology(Meireles-Filho & Stark, 2009). Instead CRMs typically tolerate some degree of motif rearrangement in position or orientation over evolution despite conserved function, suggesting a
high degree of functional flexibility. Such CRMs are typically referred to as billboard or TF
collectives. For example the eve-stripe 2 CRM described above has diverged considerably in
sequence and arrangements of binding motifs across Drosophila species yet loss the endogenous
CRM can be rescued using transgenic constructs where eve is expressed under the control of the
stripe 2 CRM originating from distantly related species(Ludwig et al., 2005). Thus multiple
mechanisms have evolved to regulate CRMs in combinatorial manner which likely reflect
distinct contexts in which they are utilized or the flexible nature of the particular regulatory
factors involved in their activity.

Figure 1.2 CRM architecture models
Cartoon illustrating the a) enhancesosome model associated with fixed spacing and orientation of
binding sites and more flexible models where TFs bind independently through flexible spacing
(billboard, b) or certain TFs are recruited through protein-protein interactions without DNAbinding (TF collective, c). (modifed from Spitz and Furlong, 2012)

1.2.3 Chromatin accessibility
While the presence of motifs is critical for TF-mediated gene activation, the surrounding
chromatin structure at CRMs also plays an important regulatory function. Most of the binding
7

sites for individual TFs are embedded in nucleosome bound regions which serves as a barrier for
access through steric hindrance(C. Wu et al., 1979). The majority of TFs are unable to access
these sites and their distribution thus becomes limited in the genome to regions where the DNA
is accessible. For example, a survey of 21 transcription factor binding profiles in the Drosophila
embryo found extensive overlap in genome-wide binding that was most significantly associated
with the location of accessible regions(X.-Y. Li et al., 2011). Additionally, the amount of binding
was consistently correlated with the degree of openness at individual sites. Within the accessible
genome binding was observed to be associated with the individual motif preferences for the
transcription factors. Similar observations have been made in mammalian cells for the binding of
the glucocorticoid receptor which is largely governed by pre-existing accessibility of target
binding sites(John et al., 2011). This suggests that accessibility of chromatin is an important
driver for occupancy of transcription factor binding, restricting binding potential to a subset of
the genome within which the intrinsic preference for binding motifs guide interactions.
However nucleosomes themselves are also influenced by activity of TFs, which is
consistent with the high degree of cell-type specific differences in chromatin accessibility
profiles and the depletion of nucleosomes at functional CRMs(Domcke et al., 2020; Gray et al.,
2017; X.-Y. Li et al., 2011). Cooperativity plays an additional role to regulate this process, as
TFs have the potential to collectively compete with nucleosomes for underlying DNA(Mirny,
2010). Localization of enough TF binding sites can permit high enough local concentration of
TFs to take advantage of brief moments of histone turnover when the DNA becomes exposed.
This model of passive competition is consistent with the high flexibility of CRM architecture, as
it de-emphasizes the need for exact orientation and spacing of motifs (see Figure 1.3a).
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Additionally, cell-type specific patterns of chromatin accessibility can be facilitated by a
special class of TFs called pioneer factors. Unlike most TFs, members of this class have the
ability to bind their targets even when embedded in nucleosome bound chromatin(reviewed in
Iwafuchi-Doi and Zaret, 2014). Following binding, these factors can recruit chromatin
remodelers or other TFs to the local vicinity to further drive eviction of nucleosomes (see Figure
1.3b). Thus pioneers have the potential to prime specific regions of chromatin to promote celltype specific accessibility and gene expression profiles. Many examples of such factors have
been identified and have a diverse range of functions. For example, several of the factors that
direct reprogramming of fibroblast cells into induced pluripotent stem cells in-vitro(Takahashi &
Yamanaka, 2006) function to pioneer silenced CRMs associated with pluripotency required for
successful fate conversion(Soufi et al., 2012). Additionally activation of the zygotic genome
early in Drosophila development is associated with widespread changes of chromatin
accessibility caused by the pioneer factor Zelda(Liang et al., 2008; Schulz et al., 2015). Thus
multiple mechanisms contribute to chromatin states that define specific cell types and regulatory
programs.

Figure 1.3 Cooperativity in context of nucleosome occupancy
9

(a) Cooperative binding of TFs can evict nucleosome
(b) Pioneer factors can initiate cooperative binding by binding target sites (brown) in
nucleosome-bound DNA.
(modified from Reiter, Wienerroither and Stark, 2017)

1.2.4 Three-dimensional chromatin structure
A plethora of new experimental approaches using high resolution microscopy and
chromosome conformation capture (3C) based technology have highlighted the potential for
three-dimensional structure of chromatin in promoting gene regulatory programs. Regulatory
CRMs are contained within topologically-associated domains (TADs) where they are brought
into closer proximity to target promoters as well as other CRMs(Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009).
The disruption of boundaries that compartmentalize TADs, through mutation of architectural
proteins such as CTCF and Cohesin, cause widespread loss of three-dimensional contacts and
result in gene regulatory aberrations, though some CRM-promoter interactions continue to
function apparently normally(Furlong & Levine, 2018; Rao et al., 2017). Additionally, it has
been observed that TFs are not distributed randomly throughout the nucleus, but can be
concentrated in specific territories, connecting to similar observations made previously about
RNA-polymerase distribution and areas of gene transcription being restricted to subsets of the
nucleus(Cisse et al., 2013; Iborra et al., 1996). The formation of these regulatory
microenvironments, sometimes referred to as transcriptional hubs, within the nucleus has been
proposed to provide robustness and specificity to a coordinated regulatory program(Tsai et al.,
2019). Concentrations of regulatory proteins are higher than average in these regions and this
may increase their ability to utilize low-affinity binding sites for particular factors, which has
been proposed to be necessary to distinguish closely related paralogous TFs that share preference
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for high affinity motifs. However the role of these microenvironments, how their formation is
regulated, and other questions remain to be answered.

1.3 Proximal-distal patterning of dorsal appendages in Drosophila
Holometabolous insects contain progenitor tissue called imaginal discs that form much of
the external adult tissue. Due to the fact that they are non-essential to the growth of the animal
and the generation of a large genetic toolkit by the research community in Drosophila, imaginal
discs have been a rich source of information contributing to not only basic understanding of cell
and developmental biology, but also knowledge that has been relevant for therapeutics in human
health and disease. This section will focus on two specific imaginal discs that give rise to the
dorsal thoracic epithelium, the wing and haltere discs, which represent one of the most
thoroughly understood cases of tissue development.
The wing and haltere imaginal discs are initially specified in the embryo as a small
cluster of ~50 cells by the end of embryogenesis located in the dorsal second thoracic (T2) and
third thoracic (T3) segments, respectively. In the first larval instar stage (L1) these discs begin to
proliferate exponentially and grow throughout development until reaching ~ 50,000 (wing) or
~10,000 (haltere) cells in third instar (L3) prior to metamorphosis when the progenitor cells
contained within the discs differentiate. Coinciding with this larval growth phase is the
progressive pattering of subpopulations by a combination of lineage restricted transcription
factors and morphogens that are distributed from signaling centers. As the wing and haltere discs
are serially homologous tissues many of the key players that function in their development are
shared(Weatherbee et al., 1998), and thus most of the description of this process will be
described from experiments done in the wing. Important exceptions to this rule do occur
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however as a result of Hox input (Ultrabithorax in the case of the haltere) which diversify
homologous populations, and these differences will be discussed below(Weatherbee et al., 1998)
(see section Specification of the haltere by Ubx).
The acquisition of cell identities along the proximal-distal axis of this tissue is most
relevant for this thesis, and thus will be the focus of this section. Along this axis distinct
populations are specified that produce specific structures of the thoracic body wall, proximal
hinge, distal hinge, and appendage proper (listed from most-proximal to most-distal). As the
distal hinge and appendage proper comprise the majority of cells that arise outside the body and
are composed of similar properties (cuticle) and populations (vein and margin cells) I will refer
to the combination of distal hinge + appendage proper as the “appendage”.
The diversification of cells along the proximal-distal axis in the developing wing is
closely tied to opposing signaling gradients of the epidermal growth factor (EGF) and wingless
(Wg) pathway, which specify the proximal and distal populations, respectively. The EGF ligand
Vein (Vn) is secreted from the proximal territory while Wg signal is secreted from distal cells.
Early in development Vn suppresses activity of Wg signaling, and thus appendage
development(Wang et al., 2000). As a result the early wing disc uniformly expresses markers
associated with proximal identity, the transcription factors teashirt (tsh) and homothorax (hth).
As growth continues, the separation of distal cells from the source of Vn permits specification of
appendage territory(Rafel & Milán, 2008). The first event associated with this is the repression
of tsh in a small cluster of distal cells, which is dependent both on Wg and Dpp signaling
coming from the anterior-posterior boundary (J. Wu & Cohen, 2002). Coinciding with this is the
induction Notch signaling at the dorsal-ventral boundary as a result of apterous (ap) expression
in the dorsal compartment(Cohen et al., 1992; de Celis et al., 1996). This causes a new source of
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wg signaling coming from the dorsal-ventral boundary and causes the expression of the critical
wing selector gene vestigial (vg), together with its DNA-binding cofactor scalloped (sd), to
become restricted in expression to the appendage primordia and the DV boundary(Kim et al.,
1996). Coinciding with this is the onset of nubbin expression which marks the entire appendage
domain throughout development(Cifuentes & García-Bellido, 1997; J. Wu & Cohen, 2002).

Figure 1.4 Patterning of the wing appendage
(modified from Ruiz-Losada et al., 2018)
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1.4 The Hox gene family
1.4.1 Hox genes importance and background
Evolution of morphology resulting from millions of years of evolutionary forces has
shaped the widespread diversity of body plans across eukaryotic life. Uncovering the genetic
basis which these forces act upon to drive diversification of body types has been a major
undertaking. Perhaps the most important scientific discovery in this regard is the characterization
of the Hox gene family which connects the evolution of the body plan across nearly the entire
animal kingdom. These genes encode a group of related transcription factors that function to
regionalize cell identities along the anterior-posterior body axis, among other more specialized
functions.
Their role was originally characterized by Ed Lewis in Drosophila where the segmented
body structure provides starkly captivating illustrations of the importance of these genes(E. B.
Lewis, 1978). Lewis found individual mutations affecting different positions within a region of
DNA called the Bithorax-Complex (BX-C) caused homeotic transformations that changed the
identity of individual segments within the posterior half of the body into more anterior segments
(E. B. Lewis, 1978). For example, the bx mutant, initially discovered by Calvin Bridges in 1915
and elaborated on by Lewis, converts the anterior half of the T3 segment into the anterior T2.
Amazingly the order of mutations along the chromosome within the BX-C correlated with the
position of the body segment that was transformed, a principle known as collinearity. Subsequent
complementation analysis revealed that the BX-C is composed of only three coding
regions(Sánchez-Herrero et al., 1985) despite the implicated BX-C mutations occurring over a
large distance (over 300kb), suggesting that the mutations isolated by Lewis were regulatory
regions that direct expression of these genes. Later an additional complex controlling segmental
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identity of the anterior half of the body was characterized, call Antennapedia-Complex (ANTPC) (R. A. Lewis et al., 1980). Cloning of these genes revealed a conserved sequence encoding a
DNA binding domain that was dubbed the homeobox demonstrating that these homeotic genes
are related transcription factors (McGinnis, Levine, et al., 1984). Subsequent analysis of the
expression domain of these Hox genes confirmed that their expression was restricted to
individual or groups of adjacent segments, or more precisely parasegments (see Figure 1.5).
Together eight Hox TFs were found to serve as markers of different segments that direct their
differentiation with distinct morphological traits.
This regionalizing function of Hox transcription factors is not restricted to Drosophila or
the arthropod taxa(Akam, 1989). Shortly after the cloning of Drosophila homologs similar genes
were identified in the mammalian genome. As a result of duplications the repertoire of Hox
members is greatly expanded in vertebrates typically to 39 genes which are contained in four
distinct clusters(McGinnis, Garber, et al., 1984). In addition to the clustered arrangement,
collinearity is also found for vertebrate HOX expression(reviewed in Krumlauf, 1994). Although
the phenotypic analysis is often difficult due to redundancy between closely related paralogs
homeotic transformations similar to those observed in Drosophila have been identified(reviewed
in Krumlauf, 1994). In conclusion many of the principles originally identified in the study of
Drosophila Hox function are conserved in vertebrate taxa and likely represent functions that
were associated with ancestral Hox cluster prior to divergence of arthropods and vertebrates.
Since the realization that Hox genes encode transcription factors, a major question has
concerned how they carry out their function both from the perspective of 1) morphological
differences between segments in the same species and 2) the evolution of morphological traits
between species. The nature of understanding the answer to these questions requires knowing
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how Hox TF activity is regulated. In the rest of this section I will discuss several properties that
have been uncovered relating to the regulation of Hox activity.

Figure 1.5 Expression of Hox genes in the Drosophila embryo.
Stage 11 embryo with in-situ hybridization showing expression of seven out of the eight
Drosophila Hox genes. (adapted from Lemons and McGinnis, 2006)

1.4.2 Hox cofactors Hth and Exd provide binding specificity
Homeodomain TFs tend to bind short AT-rich sequences that do not discriminate to a
high degree between distinct members. This has created a long standing question of how
different TFs perform unique functions in many cases if they recognize similar targets. The Hox
TF family has been an exemplar case-study to answer this question due to the high similarity of
their in-vitro binding preferences, and the observation that they perform unique biological roles
during regional specification(reviewed in Mann, Lelli and Joshi, 2009).
Hox proteins share an evolutionarily conserved interaction with a group of three-aminoacid loop extension (TALE) class homeodomain TFs called PBC (Extradenticle/Pbx/unc-62 in
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Drosophila/Human/C. elegan) and HMP (Homothorax/Meis/CEH-20,CEH-40 in
Drosophila/Human/C. elegan). This interaction plays a key role in diversifying the function of
different paralogs by imparting a greater degree of binding selectivity than Hox
monomers(Slattery, Riley, et al., 2011).
In Drosophila Extrandenticle (Exd) and Homothorax (Hth) form an obligate TF complex
due to the fact that neither protein can exist stably in the nucleus without the other. Exd is
uniformly expressed in the animal, but requires interaction with Hth for its import into the
nucleus. Hth is expressed in a specific spatial temporal manner, resulting in tissue-specific role
of Exd/Hth with Hox-dependent and independent functions(Rieckhof et al., 1997). Hox proteins
typically interact with Exd through a conserved domain called the Hexapeptide motif, typically
encoded by YPWM, which makes contacts with the TALE domain of Exd(Chan & Mann, 1996).
The first observation that linked these TFs to Hox proteins came from the analysis of Exd
mutant Drosophila embryos, which cause homeotic transformation of segmental identity similar
to Hox proteins(Peifer & Wieschaus, 1990). Subsequent studies focused on the influence of this
interaction on DNA-binding, and found evidence that the sequence specificity of Hox proteins is
modified upon interaction with Exd, a process referred to as latent specificity. A thorough test of
this hypothesis was done using a high throughput SELEX-seq experiment which tested the
binding preference of all 8 Hox proteins in complex with Exd for a large randomized set of
oligonucletodies(Slattery, Riley, et al., 2011). This analysis revealed that, in contrast to
monomers, Hox proteins gain a greater deal of specificity upon interacting with Exd.
Interestingly the binding site preference upon Exd interaction groups Hox proteins along the
anterior-posterior axis with anterior, central, and posterior genes favoring distinct motifs from
each other.
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Other studies examining the role of latent specificity in distinguishing Hox paralog
functions in-vivo have uncovered further layers to consider, emphasizing the importance of nonconsensus binding sites in mediating selectivity of target sites. While positional groups of Hox
genes recognize different motif classes in complex with Exd, several paralogs still recognize the
same binding site, and thus high affinity binding may be incompatible with paralog specificity.
This is supported by the analysis of the Scr-specific target fkh-250 which is activated by Scr and
Exd in the embryo and does not interact with other Hox proteins(Joshi et al., 2007). The Scr-Exd
composite motif relevant for activation of this CRM is a non-consensus binding site that interacts
with Scr-Exd at low affinity. When this site is converted to a high-affinity Hox-consensus
binding site it becomes activated in all segments of the embryo as a result of interaction with
other Hox TFs. Structural analysis revealed that the specificity of the low-affinity site associated
with a greater contribution of the amino acids between the homeodomain and the YPWM,
known as the linker motif, in interaction with DNA. Additional support for this comes from
study of the Ubx target gene shavenbaby (svb) which contains multiple CRMs targeted by
Ubx(Crocker et al., 2015). Modulation of low-affinity binding sites present in svb enhancers
toward Ubx high affinity motifs, as determined by SELEX-seq, results in ectopic activation of
these CRMs, similar to the case of fkh-250.

1.4.3 Interaction with other TFs
In addition to PBC and HMP cofactors, Hox protein function is also influenced by other
TFs, either with or without direct physical interaction. There are several described cases in which
Hox target CRMs require combinatorial input with other TFs, termed “collaborators”, for their
proper regulation. For example, repression of the leg master-regulatory gene Distaless (Dll) by
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posterior Hox genes Ubx and Abd-A requires input from two other TFs in spatially distinct
domains within each segment: the FoxG homolog Sloppy-paired (Slp) in the anterior
compartment, and Engrailed (En) in the posterior compartment(Gebelein et al., 2004).
Interestingly both collaborators in this case are capable of interacting with the corepressor
protein Groucho (Gro) in other contexts, and this has been proposed to mediate the repression of
Dll. A functional relationship between Hox and Fox proteins is conserved in mammals where
HOX proteins require FoxP1 to specify motor neuron cell fates(Dasen et al., 2008). Thus the
identity of collaborator proteins has important implications on the regulatory capacity of Hox
proteins. There have been numerous additional studies implicating different collaborators at
various Hox target CRMs, suggesting that Hox proteins participate with many partners to
regulate genes in a context-specific manner. This was recently supported in a large scale in-vivo
screen in Drosophila using bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) to identify
partners of multiple paralogs(Bischof et al., 2018). This study found a high number of potential
Hox-interacting partners, including some that were unique to specific paralogs.

1.4.4 Specification of the haltere by Ubx
The diversification of serially homologous dorsal appendages has been a particularly
informative context to understanding the role of Hox genes in altering gene regulatory networks
to produce morphological diversity. Loss of Ubx expression causes a duplicate pair of forewings
to develop in place of hindwings, called halteres, in the T3 segment(E. B. Lewis, 1978).
Conversely ectopic expression of Ubx in the T2 segment causes a duplication of the haltere(E. B.
Lewis, 1978). Wings develop in the absence of any Hox input and are thus considered a
developmental “ground state” upon which expression of Hox proteins in different segments
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modify(Carroll et al., 1995; E. B. Lewis, 1978; Struhl, 1981). Thus Ubx modifies the wing
ground state developmental program to make a haltere appendage.
A study by Weatherbee and Carroll took advantage of this relationship, and the highly
detailed understanding of wing patterning, to ask what steps in the developmental regulatory
hierarchy Ubx targets(Weatherbee et al., 1998). This study identified changes throughout the
regulatory hierarchy involving signaling factors, their downstream targets, and likely genes
further downstream. For instance, the signaling factor wingless (wg) is expressed along the entire
dorsal-ventral boundary in the wing, but only in anterior portion of the boundary in the haltere
due to repression by Ubx. A CRM that mediates expression of a downstream target of Wg, called
the vestigial quadrant enhancer, vgQ, is also repressed by Ubx in both the anterior and posterior
compartments. A subsequent study looked at this question using a large scale approach of
microarray expression profiles in wildtype wing discs and wing discs transformed into haltere
cells through temporally-controlled ectopic expression of Ubx (Pavlopoulos & Akam, 2011).
Similar to the study by Weatherbee and Carroll, the authors found that Ubx targets a wide range
of genes from transcription factors to others that directly control terminal cell features (known as
terminal or realizator genes). Finally the authors tested the response to Ubx expression at three
different developmental stages: L3 larval, prepupal, and pupal stage. They found that of the 872
Ubx responsive genes identified, 88% were altered in only a single time-point, suggesting the
targets of Hox genes diverge significantly over developmental time.
Another informative example of how Ubx alters tissue morphology comes from the
multifaceted modulation of the Dpp signaling pathway. One of the most notable differences
between the adult wing and haltere is the drastic difference in size, which is also apparent in the
imaginal discs. Dpp is produced in a stripe of cells along the anterior-posterior boundary in both
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tissues and provides a growth signal that is essential to development. Crickmore and Mann
described a process by which Ubx reduces both the levels of Dpp in the wing and its ability to
function as a morphogen by preventing its spread to distant cells(Crickmore & Mann, 2006). The
latter result is accomplished by upregulation of the Dpp receptor thickveins (tkv) indirectly
through repression of its suppressor master of thickveins (mtv). Together these studies show that
Ubx alters the wing developmental program in a widespread manner to direct a modified
regulatory program required for the precise morphological differences of haltere.

Figure 1.6 Modification of the wing regulatory program by Ubx.
Schematic depicting the hierarchy of regulatory genes involved in wing patterning. Black boxes
show the genes or processes that are targeted by Ubx in the haltere. (modified from Weatherbee
et al., 1998)

1.4.5 Hox proteins and chromatin
As discussed above in the section titled “Chromatin accessibility” the distribution of
nucleosomes is a key regulatory step in cell-type specific gene expression programs. As
nucleosomes compete with TFs for access to the underlying DNA, their eviction from CRMs is
generally thought to be a prerequisite to binding. However recent research suggests that TFs may
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differ in their ability to compete with nucleosomes to bind their targets in more constrained
chromatin environments. Several recent studies have investigated this in the context of Hox
proteins.
Porcelli et al used ChIP-seq assays in the Kc167 cell line to track the binding distribution
of all eight Drosophila Hox proteins following transient transfection(Porcelli et al., 2019). Using
chromatin accessibility measurements in the non-transfected cells, they asked how binding of
different paralogs related to the accessibility of target sites. Hox proteins differed substantially in
the number of binding sites without noticeable differences in motif preferences, with the
exception of the most posterior Hox gene AbdB which is known to recognize a divergent binding
site. Instead paralogs that bound to more sites in the genome were more likely to bind at regions
of low accessibility while others were restricted to binding chromatin in a more open
configuration. Interestingly an association was found with the ability to bind less accessible
chromatin and where the Hox protein is utilized in the anterior-posterior body axis of the fly.
Anterior paralogs (Lab, Pb, Dfd, and Scr) were found to bind some targets within closed
chromatin while more posterior paralogs (Antp, Ubx, and AbdA) were largely restricted to open
chromatin. An exception to this rule was AbdB which had a high propensity to access targets in
less-accessible chromatin. The authors also tested how the presence of the Hox cofactors
Exd/Hth affects this property of Hox binding. When these cofactors were transfected with Hox
proteins the binding preference of each paralog shifted towards a preference for the Hox/Exd
composite site (TGAYNNAY) as expected. Interestingly all paralogs increased in their ability to
access less accessible chromatin including the posterior paralogs that were unable to bind similar
regions without cofactors. Thus Hox proteins differ in their ability to access target regions within
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nucleosome-bound DNA leading to paralog-specific binding which can be further specialized
through interaction with cofactors.
The divergence of Hox paralog functions through differential chromatin access is
conserved within mammalian HOX parlogs. Bulajic et al took a similar approach to identify
binding preferences of several mammalian HOX paralogs in a ESC-derived differentiation
system that recapitulates an environment similar to that of the developing spinal cord(Bulajić et
al., 2020). This study found that HOX genes within the posterior class (HOXC9 and HOXC10)
target distinct genomic regions associated with differences in chromatin accessibility despite
sharing a preference for similar motifs. As these paralogs are required for different cell fates in
the CNS (thoracic-HOXC9 and limb-HOXC10 motor identity) these results suggest that
differences in access to closed chromatin may be a key driver to diversify the in-vivo function of
closely related paralogs.
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Chapter 2: Control of proximal-distal subdivision in the wing
imaginal disc

Note: All experiments in this chapter were performed by me. The study was designed by me with
essential inputs from my advisor Dr. Richard Mann and helpful comments from the members of
the Mann lab

2.1 Abstract
Transcription factors (TFs) act in combinations to provide cells with their identity and
respond to a sequential series of patterning events during development. The contribution of any
single TF to a given cell fate is dependent on the other TFs present and the chromatin
environment within the nucleus, which is highly dynamic across space and time. Access to the
non-coding DNA elements that mediate TF function in gene regulation, called cis-regulatory
modules (CRMs), is a key regulatory step by which expression programs are correctly deployed.
The chromatin state itself is shaped by TFs which differ in their capacity to modify chromatin
states individually, or collectively through cooperative interactions. The complexity in cell type
composition of tissues often makes assessment of the steps mediating establishment of, or
modifications to pre-existing, chromatin states difficult. Here I address this problem using the
powerful model system of the Drosophila wing imaginal disc. Its simplified cell composition,
combined with the wealth of genetic tools to probe its development, make it ideal to understand
the interactions of TFs with chromatin during patterning. I used ATAC-seq to compare
chromatin accessibility in the proximal and distal domains of the tissue which give rise to the
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body wall and appendage of the adult fly, respectively. By combining the previous knowledge of
wing patterning, binding motif enrichment, and ChIP-seq of specific TFs I link the cell typespecific chromatin patterns to upstream regulators. This analysis revealed a role for the
conserved marker of insect wings, the POU-family TF Nubbin (Nub), in suppressing CRMs
active in the alternative proximal domain. Furthermore I identified a previously unknown
redundancy between Nub and its paralog Pdm2 in the wing, which is mediated by a shared CRM.

2.2 Introduction

How cells acquire their specialized cell identities during development is a key question in
developmental biology. Central to this process is the activity of a relatively small number of key
transcription factors (TFs) that function downstream of patterning events and direct regulatory
networks required for specific fates. Increasingly a role for chromatin, packaged DNA in the
form of nucleosomes, has been recognized as critical to selectively mediate the availability of
subsets of TF target binding sites within regulatory elements called cis-regulatory modules
(CRMs). The presence of nucleosomes is largely refractory to TF binding and thus the regulation
of accessibility patterns and their relation to TF binding and activity is under considerable
scrutiny.
Identifying links between patterning events, chromatin structure, and cell fate in-vivo is
challenging due to the complexity of tissues, combined with the difficulty of isolating suitable
numbers of specific cell populations to use for informative assays. Studying the development of
tissue with a comparatively simplified organization provides the opportunity to understand cell
fate diversification at a more comprehensive level. Development of the wing imaginal disc, a
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tissue containing progenitor cells giving rise to the majority of adult dorsal thoracic cells, is one
of the most completely characterized systems, with knowledge of each cell lineage and the
master regulatory factors that specify them. The proximal-distal (PD) axis of the dorsal
epithelium is comprised of a variety of functionally distinct cell populations: the most proximal
body wall cells develop from the notum region, intermediate cells give rise to the hinge, and
distal cells of the wing blade arise from a circular pouch region. Each of these can be defined by
broadly expressed master regulatory TFs that are required for specification of their identities,
growth of cells within them, or a combination thereof(Mann & Morata, 2000). Within each
broader domain subpopulations are distinguished by combinations of other, more restricted TF
expression, and the distribution of morphogens such as Dpp and Wg. The proximal and distal
populations diverge from a common precursor tissue that expresses markers associated with
proximal identity in the second instar larval stage (L2) as a result of the expression of the dorsal
selector gene apterous (ap) which induces a cascade of well-studied patterning events leading to
appendage cell specification(Cohen et al., 1992). How this divergence in identity from a
common precursor tissue is reflected in the underlying chromatin landscape is unknown.
Here I utilize the chromatin accessibility differences in the wing imaginal disc to identify
the regulatory elements that distinguish the two major cell groups, the body wall and appendage.
Then taking advantage of the simplified cell composition and prior knowledge of its patterning to
more precisely map the location of these elements I linked these regions to upstream TFs, whose
activity is limited to discrete regions within each population, using ChIP-seq.
This analysis suggested a role for the conserved marker of insect wing development,
Nubbin, in functioning to repress the activity of CRMs active in the alternative body wall
identity. This function was confirmed through the analysis of nubbin loss-of-function wing discs,
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in which target CRMs increase accessibility associated with ectopic regulatory activity in
appendage cells. Nubbin had previously been shown to negatively regulate a subset of Notch
target genes to permit precise spatial activity of this pathway to the dorsal-ventral boundary,
where levels of Notch signaling peaks(Neumann & Cohen, 1998). Combined with the data
presented here, this suggests that Nubbin functions as a dedicated repressor to shape CRM
activity throughout the appendage.
I also address a previously unknown redundancy between Nubbin and its closely related
paralog Pdm2. While Pdm2 is not expressed at high levels in the developing wing I show that
loss of Nub induces its up-regulation, revealing a cross-regulatory mechanism that keeps the
majority of wing progenitors from expressing both proteins simultaneously. I show that a classic
allele attributed to loss of nub that causes wing malformations also removes pdm2 expression,
and is likely the result of a genetic lesion that deletes a CRM that co-regulates both genes.
Finally I suggest that two genes that share a CRM can have divergent expression patterns
through repressive TF inputs into the promoter of one by showing that the TF Rotund, binds to
the promoter of pdm2 and is required for suppression of its expression.
Together this work presents a catalog of CRMs involved in specification of cell fates
along the proximal distal axis of the wing imaginal disc and links them to upstream regulators. I
demonstrate the potential of this data to provide novel insights into tissue development by
elucidating the role of Nubbin/Pdm2 proteins to suppress activity of CRMs required in proximal
cell fates.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 Chromatin accessibility comparison of nub and tsh cells
A strong correlation between CRM activity and increased chromatin accessibility has
been previously shown in numerous tissue types (Bravo González-Blas et al., 2020a; Domcke et
al., 2020; Gray et al., 2017). In order to ask whether body wall and appendage progenitors differ
in chromatin accessibility I used the ATAC-seq method(Buenrostro et al., 2015) to measure open
chromatin in proximal (body wall + proximal hinge) or distal (distal hinge + wing blade) cells
and compared their profiles. The proximal population I chose is marked by expression of teashirt
(tsh, population will be referenced as tsh+), and the distal population by nub (referred to as
nub+) (Figure 2.1A). This analysis identified 4,057 genomic loci with increased accessibility in
nub+ cells (nub>tsh) and 4,578 enriched in tsh+ cells (tsh>nub) (Figure 2.1B-C). Importantly all
previously characterized CRMs whose activity is restricted or biased to either region of the tissue
was identified as preferentially accessible in the population where it drives expression (see
Figure 2.1D for examples).
Motif enrichment in accessible regions can provide an indication of what TFs may be
interacting directly with these regions. Therefore, I performed de-novo motif searches in these
regions to identify the TFs driving cell-specific open chromatin (Figure 2.1E). This analysis
revealed several unexpected findings. Firstly, given that each broad population (nub+ appendage
and tsh+ body wall) can be subdivided into a number of more specific populations defined by the
expression of known TFs within them, I expected to find motifs for each of these additional
factors. However in all significantly enriched de-novo motifs identified, there was an absence of
matches to the known binding motifs of several of these patterning TFs. For example, the
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expression of the TF Scalloped (Sd) is largely restricted to the distal pouch where, together with
a cofactor Vestigial (Vg), it is required for growth of cells that give rise to the wing
blade(Williams, Bell and Carroll, 1991, also see Figure 2.3B). However, this motif analysis
failed to identify the canonical TEAD class motif associated with Sd binding. While a variety of
possibilities may explain the lack of enrichment for these motifs, it demonstrates that methods
beyond motif enrichment are required to accurately assign these putative CRMs to upstream
regulators. In the following section I partially resolve this problem using ChIP-seq for various
TFs associated with PD patterning allowing the direct observation of association with these
regions.
Within the nub>tsh group the most significantly enriched motifs resemble Exd (TGAT)
or Hth (TGAC) binding sites (Figure 2.1E). Together these TFs form a complex and either
partner is not active in transcriptional regulation without the other. Thus co-expression of both
genes is required for their function, and because exd is ubiquitously expressed this activity is
determined by the spatial regulation of hth transcription (the complex will be referred to only as
“Hth” hereafter). In the wing disc expression occurs throughout the tsh+ population and a subset
of nub+ cells that comprise the distal hinge region (see Figure 2.3A). Consistent with this, Hth
activity is essential for specification and growth of the hinge compartment. These results suggest
this requirement coincides with increased accessibility and activity of CRMs. Interestingly the
fact that the same motifs are not enriched within tsh>nub group, despite it being expressed in a
higher proportion in tsh+ cells, is consistent with a less important role for Hth in body wall
development(Casares & Mann, 2000).
The most significantly enriched de-novo motif identified in the tsh>nub regions is a
match to the consensus Nub binding site (Figure 2.1E). The observation that Nub specifically
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targets regions that are less accessible in the appendage suggests it may function as a repressor
by reducing chromatin accessibility. Previously Nub has been shown in the wing to repress
several genes downstream of Notch activity, which is localized to the dorsal-ventral boundary
cells(Neumann & Cohen, 1998). Taken with my data, this suggests Nubbin may function as a
general repressor to shape CRM activity in the developing wing. I explore this possibility further
in subsequent sections.
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Figure 2.1 Accessible chromatin landscape of the wing and body wall
(A) Adult Drosophila illustrating the contributions of tsh+ cells (blue shading) and nub+ cells
(red shading).
(B) Immunostain of a 3rd instar larval wing imaginal disc stained with Tsh (cyan) and Nub (Red).
The circular tissue at the upper left is a separate tissue of the leg imaginal disc.
(C) Differential ATAC-seq analysis comparing accessible chromatin in the nub+ wing disc cells
and tsh+ wing disc cells. Colored points are genomic regions significantly more accessible in
nub+ cells (red) or tsh+ cells (blue). Analysis performed using DESeq2 (see materials and
methods).
(D) Example showing regulatory activity of differently accessible regions in reporter constructs.
Left: R42A07 element in the dve intron is accessible in nub+ cells and drives reporter expression
in the appendage. Right: R34A10 in intergenic region around eyg contains a peak accessible in
tsh+ cells (rightmost peak) and drives reporter expression in a portion of body wall progenitors
(notum).
(E) Motif enrichment of genomic regions with biased accessibility
Adult Drosophila image credit: Nicolas Gompel. Reporter fragments described previously (Jory
et al., 2012)

2.3.2 Transcriptome comparison of nub and tsh cells
I next investigated how gene expression differs in the nub+ and tsh+ cells using RNAseq. Differential expression analysis between these two populations identified 1,013 nub+
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enriched transcripts and 2,103 tsh+ enriched transcripts (Figure 2.2A). All previously described
genes with spatially restricted PD expression or having a role in PD specification were identified
along with hundreds of additional genes with previously unknown expression in wing discs.
Gene ontology analysis of differentially expressed transcripts reveals significant enrichment for
tissue morphogenesis consistent with a role for these genes in patterning of the wing disc (Figure
2.2B). To link this analysis with the differential ATAC analysis described above I asked whether
differentially expressed genes tend to be in the vicinity of a differentially accessible region.
Indeed, compared to genes with similar expression across the PD axis, differentially expressed
genes had a significantly higher average ATAC-differential (Figure 2.1C).

Figure 2.2 Cell-type specific transcripts in wing and body wall
(A) Differential RNA-seq analysis comparing expression in the nub+ wing disc cells and tsh+
wing disc cells. Colored points are genes significantly more expressed in nub+ cells (red) or tsh+
cells (blue). Analysis performed using DESeq2 (see materials and methods).
(B) Gene-ontology analysis of genes differentially expressed along in nub or tsh domains
(C) Comparison of ATAC-seq scores of gened differentially expressed in nub+ or tsh+ cells.
Differentially expressed genes (DESeq padj<0.01) are significantly more likely to a differential
ATAC peak (DESeq -log10pval) compared to genes expressed at similar levels. (See Methods
for details.) Median value indicated by horizontal line.
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2.3.3 ChIP-seq of TFs that specify PD identity
I next performed ChIP-seq experiments in the wing disc to more conclusively link the
putative CRMs identified in the ATAC data set to a subset of upstream regulators (Figure 2.3A).
Additionally, by focusing on TFs that are responsible for different spatial regions of the wing
disc, this approach has the potential to increase the resolution of the ATAC-seq analysis by
providing better spatial information. I focused on TFs that define subdomains within the nub+
cells including Homothorax (Hth, entire distal hinge), Rotund (Rn, Pouch + inner distal hinge),
and Scalloped (Sd, wing blade) and performed ChIP-seq on wing imaginal discs of the same
developmental stage as used for the RNA-seq and ATAC-seq described above. Notably Hth is
also expressed in the entire tsh+ domain and Sd is expressed throughout the dorsal-ventral
boundary which includes some tsh+ cells, which precludes definitive assignment of binding
events strictly to the nub+ domain (Figure 2.3B and D).
The binding of Sd was distributed relatively equally in nub>tsh and tsh>nub ATAC
regions occupying 33% and 29% of these cell-specific regions, respectively (Figure 2.3B). I
performed motif searches taking the overlapping open chromatin regions to ask if this would
reveal binding Sd binding motifs that I did not find when performing motif searches in the peaks
without ChIP binding overlap. Indeed, for the nub>tsh sites, enrichment for the Sd binding motif
was found within the open chromatin peaks, but not for the tsh>nub category. To ask if this
might represent potential differences in motif usage by Sd in these regions, I next searched for
motifs using the overlapping ChIP peaks instead of the open chromatin ATAC peaks.
Importantly ChIP peaks are centered on the binding motif, making the identification of motifs
much more efficient relative to open chromatin peaks in which binding motifs can be found
throughout (Figure 2.3, dashed box). This analysis revealed a nearly identical canonical Sd motif
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in both nub>tsh and tsh>nub ATAC categories enriched to a similar degree. This supports that
ChIP binding to both categories is driven by similar Sd motifs, and provides a high confidence
set of Sd targets. Strong Sd binding to both categories despite its expression largely confined to
the appendage cells may suggest a dual role for Sd as an activator and repressor of transcription.
Rn binding was biased towards nub>tsh regions (23%) though overlap with tsh>nub was
also found (9%). Overlapping regions in both categories were driven by canonical Rn binding
motifs both in ATAC peaks and ChIP peaks (Figure 2.3C).
Hth was bound to regions in both nub>tsh and tsh>nub with a bias towards tsh>nub (35%
vs 45%). Interestingly distinct Hth-associated motifs were identified in the two categories
(Figure 2.3D). In the nub>tsh regions, canonical motifs for Hth (TGAC) and Exd (TGAT) were
observed both in ATAC peaks and ChIP peaks. In contrast tsh>nub regions overlapping Hth
ChIP-seq were enriched for a heterodimer motif associated with Exd (in complex with an
isoform of Hth that lacks a DNA-binding called HM) bound with transcription factors in the Hox
family(Slattery, Riley, et al., 2011). Antp is expressed at low levels overlapping the entire
domain of Hth expression in the wing.(Wirz et al., 1986) This may suggest distinct functions for
Exd/Hth and Exd/HM/Antp in the wing disc. However, the fact that Hth is expressed, and could
potentially form these complexes, in both tsh+ and nub+ domains prevents a conclusion of which
complex is functioning specifically in one region.
Finally I compared overlap among the ATAC biased regions and multiple ChIP data sets
(Figure 2.4). Not surprisingly many regions overlap ChIP binding of multiple factors. The largest
sets of peaks contain ChIP binding without an observed difference in ATAC, possibly
representing non-functional binding sites, or ChIP HOT-binding regions(Teytelman et al., 2013).
Additionally the majority of ATAC differential regions do not overlap ChIP binding of any of
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the assayed TFs, suggesting the presence of additional inputs beyond the small number of TFs
assayed here. Many regions however change accessibility and overlap multiple TF ChIP-seq
peaks, permitting me to putatively link these regions to upstream regulators.
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Figure 2.3 Transcription factor binding within differentially accessible regions
(A) Diagram of wing disc showing expression domains of TFs involved in proximal-distal
patterning: Hth, homothorax; Sd, Scalloped; Rn, Rotund. Wg inner and outer rings indicated to
mark hinge subdomains.
(B-D) ChIP seq signal and motif discovery in differentially accessible regions containing ChIP
binding (indicated in green box). Top: Immunostaining for transcription factors in the wing disc
shown in Magenta. Disc nuclei are stained with DAPI in greyscale. Left: Heatmap containing
ATAC differential genomic regions showing intensity of ChIP-seq signal in nub>tsh regions
(above) and tsh>nub regions (below). Right: Overlapping number of ChIP peaks for each
category and motifs discovered using the enrichment within ATAC peak boundaries or ChIP
peak boundaries. See dashed box in lower left for details.
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Figure 2.4 Peak overlaps between ChIP and ATAC data
UpsetR plot showing the overlapping peaks called in ChIP datasets and differential ATAC
regions. Number of peaks in each experiment is shown in the lower left. Each colum shows an
overlap between datasets marked with solid circles.

2.3.4 Nubbin as a repressor of alternative proximal identity
The motif enrichment discussed above suggested a role for the appendage marker Nubbin
in repressing body wall CRM activity associated with a decrease in chromatin accessibility. To
test this I utilized a previously described nub allele, nub[1], which causes loss of Nubbin in the
wing and a severe wing phenotype(Ng et al., 1995). I carried out ATAC-seq in nub[1]
background and compared accessibility with that of the wildtype condition to ask if loss of
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Nubbin causes an increase in accessibility (Figure 2.5A). Indeed within the 2,186 loci that
increased accessibility in the nub[1] tissue the most enriched de-novo motif identified was the
same consensus Nub binding site identified previously enriched in tsh+ cells of wildtype tissue
(Figure 2.5B). In contrast this motif was not identified in the set of 2,755 loci that decreased
accessibility in the nub[1] genotype, supporting that Nub is not directly required for activation of
increased accessibility of targets in appendage cells.

2.3.5 Repression by Nubbin occurs in diverse spatial domains
After identifying the association with Nubbin and decreased chromatin accessibility, I
next sought to examine the activity of target CRMs. Though Nubbin has only previously been
reported to associate with targets of the Notch signaling pathway, its expression throughout the
appendage domain and importance for wing development may indicate that it’s required in other
contexts.
I first observed the regulatory activity of a region in the vicinity of the dlp gene using a
previously generated reporter construct(Jory et al., 2012) in wildtype and nub[1] tissue.
Chromatin accessibility within the boundary of this element is higher in tsh+ domain, and
increases in accessibility in the nub[1] background (Figure 2.5C, top). The activity of this CRM
in wildtype tissue is restricted largely to tsh+ domain, and becomes ectopically activated in the
appendage domain in the nub[1] background, consistent with the open chromatin analysis
(Figure 2.5C, bottom). Specifically de-repression of this CRM occurs along the lateral sides of
the dorsal-ventral boundary, whereas it remains inactive in the rest of the Nub domain. This
pattern of derepression is reminiscent of targets described by Neumann and Cohen(Neumann &
Cohen, 1998) and may indicate that this CRM is another example of Nub repressing a Notch
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pathway transcriptional target. Further experiments are needed to test the requirement for Notch
genetically or by searching for binding sites for the mediator of Notch, Suppressor of Hairless
(Su(H)).
Another CRM, which I’ve denoted sal_pk4, located within the salm/salr genomic
complex, encoding the corresponding Spalt proteins, also shows derepression in the nub[1]
background, but in a different spatial sub-population. In wildtype tissue this CRM drives
proximal reporter expression in a pattern consistent with Spalt expression in this domain, ranging
from the notum to the proximal hinge (Figure 2.5D, bottom left). In the mutant background this
activity extends into appendage domain through the dorsal side of the distal hinge (Figure 2.5D,
bottom right). This ectopic CRM activity correlates with ectopic Spalt protein expression in this
area specifically in nub[1] background (Figure 2.5D-E). Spalt is a classic target of another
signaling molecule in the wing, the BMP homolog Dpp, which is released in cells at the anteriorposterior boundary and directs growth and pattering of the wing at a concentration-dependent
manner(Nellen et al., 1996). Dpp normally activates Spalt expression in regions of high
concentration around the AP-boundary in the distal pouch cells, but not in the hinge region
(Fig5E, top left). In the nub[1] tissue, Spalt expression coincides precisely with the presence of
the active phosphorylated form of the Dpp mediator Mad (pMad) within the distal hinge region
(Figure 2.5E, bottom). This suggests that Nub is required in the dorsal hinge to prevent Spalt
expression, possibly through direct interaction with the sal_pk4 CRM.
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Figure 2.5 Repressive function of Nubbin in the developing appendage
(A) Differential ATAC-seq analysis comparing accessible chromatin in the wildtype (yw
genotype) wing disc cells and nub mutant (nub[1]) wing disc cells. Colored points are genomic
regions decrease (left) or increase (right) accessiblity in nub[1] tissue Analysis performed using
DESeq2 (see materials and methods).
(B) Motif enrichment within regions that decrease (top) or increase (bottom) accessibility in
nub[1] tissue
(C) Example showing regulatory activity R53G07 reporter within the intron of dlp that increases
accessibility in nub[1] tissue. Top: Genomic tracks showing ATAC signal for indicated
experiments. Bottom: Activity of R53G07 in wildtype (left) and nub[1] (right) tissue. Ectopic
reporter activity observed along the dorsal-ventral boundary.
(D) Reporter near the spalt gene complex (sal_pk4) that increases accessibility in nub[1] tissue.
Top: Genomic tracks showing ATAC signal for indicated experiments. Bottom: Activity of
sal_pk4 in wildtype (left) and nub[1] (right) tissue. Ectopic reporter activity observed within the
dorsal appendage hinge (arrow).
(E) Comparison of Spalt protein expression in wildtype (upper left) and nub[1] (upper right)
tissue. Derepression observe in the dorsal hinge evident in orthogonal view (right, white arrow).
Bottom: Immunostaining of phosphorylated Mad protein (green) overlaps ectopic Spalt
expression.
(F) Ectopic expression HA-tagged Nub (yellow) driven by the dpp.Gal4 driver in the anteriorposterior boundary cells. Repression of Spalt protein (magenta) is observed in body wall cells
(white arrow).
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2.3.6 Redundancy between Nub and Pdm2 during wing development
The pdm2 gene encodes a closely related paralog to nub, which likely arose through
tandem duplication of an ancestral single copy of nub/pdm2 gene between ~100 million and 260
million years ago(Ross et al., 2015). While redundancy between these genes has been described
in the developing nervous system(Yeo et al., 1995), it has not been investigated in the developing
wing. The observation that multiple alleles, including nub[1] described above, attributed
specifically to nub cause wing morphological defects suggests that Nub is specifically required
for wing development(Cifuentes & García-Bellido, 1997; Ng et al., 1995). However given that
the alleles described are regulatory mutations (null point mutations for nub are non-viable) it’s
possible that the expression of both nub and pdm2 could be compromised in these alleles.
Consistent with a redundant role for these paralogs, I found that manipulating specifically
Nub levels, either through knockdown in the entire appendage or by knockout in CRISPRmediated somatic clones, causes no observable wing defects (data not shown). This is in stark
contrast to the effect of the nub[1] allele, in which even small mitotic somatic clones localized to
the hinge region are sufficient to induce a strong non-autonomous wing phenotypes(Cifuentes &
García-Bellido, 1997; Ng et al., 1995).
I next observed the Pdm2 expression domain in the wing using a Pdm2-specific antibody
to compare with Nub. In the embryonic CNS both genes are co-expressed in the same set of
neurons consistent with their largely overlapping and redundant functions in this tissue(Yeo et
al., 1995). Surprisingly while Pdm2 shared expression in a subset of the wing appendage domain
with Nub corresponding to the proximal-most part of the appendage (Pdm2-High), it was almost
undetectable in the majority of the domain, though feint antibody staining was visible (Pdm2Low, Figure 2.6A).
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I next examined how this difference in expression between these paralogs can be
reconciled with their functional overlap in the wing. To determine if the ability of Pdm2 to
function redundantly with Nub in wing development is mediated by changes in expression I
observed Pdm2 levels upon loss of Nub. Indeed Pdm2-Low domain protein levels increased
when Nub expression is lost either by knockdown (data not shown) in the entire appendage or by
knockout in CRISPR-mediated somatic clones (Figure 2.6B). Thus Nub cross-regulates pdm2 to
keep its levels low in the majority of the appendage.
I next looked at other larval tissue to ask if a similar mechanism may be acting in other
developmental contexts to suppress Pdm2 levels. Consistently, in other epithelial imaginal disc
precursors Pdm2 expression is limited relative to Nub levels or not expressed at all (Figure 2.6CE). In contrast to the epithelial cells, expression of Pdm2 in the larval CNS was highly coincident
with Nub expression, similar to the reported shared domains in the embryonic nervous system
(Yeo et al., 1995) (Figure 2.6F). Thus cross-regulation may be specifically required in epithelial
cell types, whereas not active to the same extent in the nervous system. Future experiments are
required however to determine if Pdm2 levels indeed increase upon loss of Nub in the other
imaginal discs as it does in the wing.
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Figure 2.6 Cross-regulation and extended expression analysis of Nub and Pdm2
(A) Immunostain showing Nub (red) and Pdm2(cyan) protein expression in the wildtype wing
disc.
(B) Somatic CRISPR-induced knockout of Nub induces upregulation of Pdm2 in the appendage.
Patches of Pdm2-Low expression likely resulting from a portion of cells where CRISPR
knockout was unsuccessful.
(C-F) Expression of paralogs in other larval tissues. Broad co-expression is only observed in the
CNS (F). Note that signal of Pdm2 in panel E (lower) is not localized to the nucleus and is a
result of background staining
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2.3.7 A single CRM controls both nub and pdm2 expression in the wing
Given that Nub and Pdm2 can function redundantly I next asked how the nub[1] allele
can cause a wing phenotype. While nub[1] is associated with an insertion of the 412 transposon
into the promoter region of a short nub transcript(Ng et al., 1995), this would not explain the
observance of morphological defects given loss of pdm2 is also required. Additionally the fact
that the phenotype associated with this allele is largely tissue-specific (nub[1] is recessive viable
without described morphological defects outside of the wing and haltere, Figure 2.7A) is
inconsistent with general impairment of nub expression as it is required in multiple
developmental contexts. Consistent with the presence of additional effects of the nub[1] allele
that mediate the observed wing phenotype, I find that wing pdm2 expression is lost in this
background both using immunostaining and RNA-seq (Figure 2.7B-C).
What then mediates the loss of expression of both genes in the nub[1] background?
Fortuitously, the ATAC-seq data from nub[1] flies revealed a lesion present in the genomic DNA
located between the nub and pdm2 genes (Figure 2.7D). I subsequently confirmed loss of this
sequence in the nub[1] background using direct sequencing of the locus (data not shown). I next
asked whether the deleted region contains any CRMs that may mediate the observed loss of
expression by querying expression data from recent large-scale effort to identify regulatory
elements spanning much of the Drosophila genome, including the nub/pdm2 locus(Jory et al.,
2012). Indeed, a fragment overlapping the deletion, identified as R11F02, was able to drive
reporter expression precisely in the appendage domain overlapping Nub (Figure 2.7E). Given
that both Nub and Pdm2 are lost in the nub[1] background, I propose that this CRM, which I will
subsequently refer to as the NPW(Nub-Pdm2-Wing) CRM, functions to co-regulate both genes in
the developing wing. In the wildtype condition it only drives expression of both genes
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simultaneously in the outer hinge (Pdm2-High region), though it must also be capable of
activating pdm2 in the appendage when Nub is removed, as the upregulation of pdm2 described
above is lost in the nub[1] background. Future experiments are required to validate this by
making specific deletions of this enhancer in an otherwise wildtype genetic background using
CRISPR, and are currently being conducted.

Figure 2.7 Coregulation of Nub and Pdm2 by a shared CRM
(A) Dorsal view of the nub[1] phenotype.
(B) Immunostaining of Nub and Pdm2 in the nub[1] wing disc. Note that signal of Pdm2 (right)
is not localized to the nucleus and is a result of background staining
(C) Genomic track showing RNA-seq transcripts at the nub/pdm2 genomic complex in wildtype
and nub[1] wings.
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(D) Genomic track showing ATAC-seq reads within a subset of the nub/pdm2 genomic complex
in wildtype and nub[1] wings. Lack of reads observed within a subset of a nub+ biased
accessible region in the nub[1] genotype marked with a red box (bottom track). A slightly
broader region overlaps with a region contained in the R11F02 reporter (orange bar).
(E) Activity of R11F02 reporter (green) throughout the appendage corresponding to Nub
expression (red).
nub[1] adult photo taken by Holtzman and Kaufman.

2.3.8 Repressive input by the TF Rotund into the Pdm2 promoter likely mediates its suppression
in the wing
So far this data suggests that expression of both nub and pdm2 are regulated by the single
NPW CRM, but they do not share the same expression pattern under wildtype conditions. This
suggests that the expression of the paralogs diverge, with pdm2 being specifically suppressed,
downstream of CRM activation. One potential mechanism is the ability of the pdm2 promoter to
respond to NPW may be generally less effective than that of nub. This, however, is unlikely to be
the case given that the cells at the periphery of the appendage domain, which also require NPW
to drive expression, co-express both proteins at high levels.
Because the spatial difference in Pdm2 levels, high at the periphery and low in the central
domain, indicates input from the wing patterning system, I next asked whether TF input may
mediate the suppression. The domain of Pdm2-Low levels corresponds closely with the
expression of the TF Rotund (Rn), which has a previously described role in wing hinge
development (Rodríguez et al., 2002)(Figure 2.8A). To assess whether Rn is required for
suppression of Pdm2 levels I observed Pdm2 expression in wing discs lacking Rn. In an rn null
background the expression levels of Pdm2 increase uniformly throughout the central appendage
domain producing the same expression pattern as Nub (Figure 2.8B). Thus in addition to Nub,
Rn is required to suppress Pdm2 levels in the appendage. I also asked whether the Pdm2-High
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expression within peripheral hinge cells of wildtype discs was due to the absence of Rn in these
cells. Ectopic expression of Rn in this domain using the Gal4/UAS system caused cell
autonomous repression of Pdm2 levels (Figure 2.8C). These experiments suggest that Rn is
necessary and sufficient to repress pdm2 within the nub+ domain.
Given that this repressive input likely occurs outside of the NPW CRM, as it would also
repress Nub levels otherwise, I searched the pdm2 promoter for Rn binding sites using a
combination of Rn ChIP-seq described above and sequence conservation. Analysis of ChIP
signal shows multiple regions of binding in the vicinity of the pdm2 promoter (Figure 2.8D).
Intriguingly, the most conserved stretch of sequence around the promoter contains a consensus
Rn motif, providing further support for direct binding of Rn. This suggests that Rn binding
suppresses the ability of the NPW CRM to activate transcription of pdm2. Currently I am in the
process of mutating this putative Rn binding site to confirm its role in pdm2 repression.
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Figure 2.8 is a repressor of Pdm2 likely mediated through direct promoter binding
(A) Immunostaining showing complementary pattern of Rn and Pdm2 protein in the wing disc.
(B) Rotund mutant wing disc stained with Nub and Pdm2 antibodies. Pdm2 expression is
derepressed throughout the appendage becoming comparable with Nub expression.
(C) Clonal mis-expression of Rn represses Pdm2 (cyan) in the outer hinge of the appendage
(white arrow). Clones induced by heat-shock at early L3 stage expressing Rn are marked with
GFP.
(D) Genomic tracks around the pdm2 promoter showing Rn ChIP-seq signal (top) with multiple
regions of enrichment. Conservation of sequence within this region (bottom track) shows a
highly conserved sequence within a Rn binding peak (orange arrowhead). Bottom: Sequence
within the conserved region corresponds to a Rn binding motif.
(E) Model for divergence of Nub and Pdm2 expression in the appendage. Both genes have the
potential to respond to a single CRM (named NPW), but repressive input by Rn into the pdm2
promoter suppresses transcription in a paralog-specific manner. Nub also plays a role in Pdm2
suppression that has yet to be defined.
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2.4 Discussion

The recent advancements of genome-wide techniques have opened the possibility to
precisely explain how patterning of tissue into domains defined by TFs manifests into distinct
cell types. Here I’ve presented a variety of genomic experiments focusing on identifying the
regulatory activity that subdivides the wing imaginal disc along the proximal-distal axis. Due to
the extensive prior knowledge of the TF patterning in this system, this data offers important
insight into how regulatory proteins subdivide a tissue at a genome-wide scale.
I demonstrate the utility of this dataset by testing the hypothesis, generated using
comparative ATAC-seq data, that the conserved marker for wing development, Nubbin,
functions to repress CRMs active in the alternative proximal cell fate. Nubbin is essential for
wing development, one of the earliest markers of appendage cells, and the only TF known to be
expressed in the entire appendage domain of the mature wing disc. As a result, Nubbin is
especially suited as a repressor of the alternative body wall identity. I suggest Nubbin performs
this function by widespread suppression of CRM activity associated with decreasing accessibility
to activating TFs.
Repressors are often defined during tissue development in terms of their ability to
suppress expression of master regulatory TFs of alternative cell identity, a key step during
diversification of cell identities. Given previous findings on Nubbin mutant wing discs this
appears unlikely to be a characteristic of Nubbin’s role as a repressor during wing development.
Namely, the TFs that define proximal identity, tsh and hth, whose silencing is required to permit
appendage development, are repressed even in nub mutant wing discs(J. Wu & Cohen, 2002).
Furthermore the core progression of molecular events that define wing development such as
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dorsal-ventral boundary formation and restriction of vestigial expression to the appendage cells,
occur normally in the absence of nub(Cifuentes & García-Bellido, 1997). Thus I propose that the
CRM repression by Nubbin is required in parallel to the core wing appendage program to
negatively regulate an array of regulatory elements and fine tuning their expression, and both
components are required for the proper development of the tissue. The loss of alternative cell
markers, such as Tsh in the case of early wing development, may be insufficient to reduce
activity of alternative cell fate CRMs, especially in cases where the cells are a similar type and
share a common origin as is often the case during tissue development. Repressors such as
Nubbin would then be needed, in all cells of the new domain, to reduce detrimental contributions
of these enhancers.
The finding that Nub contributes to a cell type-specific repression of its highly similar
paralog Pdm2 is interesting for several reasons. Firstly it provides an interesting case study for
the retention of genes following duplication. In wing discs, and possibly all larval imaginal discs,
a cross-regulatory mechanism evolved allowing Nub to be expressed and turn OFF Pdm2,
whereas in neuronal tissue the two genes can be expressed at high levels together. Indeed it has
been shown in the embryonic CNS that while either paralog can compensate for the loss of the
other, quantitative deficits in the number of RP2 motorneurons are found when one paralog is
mutated. Thus it’s possible a beneficial function of Nub/Pdm2 in the nervous system provided
selection against loss of one paralog, yet this could not be tolerated in the context of the
epithelium, and therefore the cross-regulatory mechanism described here may have been selected
for.
Secondly does the fact that only one paralog, Nubbin in the wildtype condition, is able to
expressed in the appendage cells suggest that the repressive function of Nubbin (and likely
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Pdm2) is sensitive to dosage? Importantly targets of Nubbin are in some cases, such as the
vestigial boundary enhancer, only repressed in a portion of the nub+ cells, but can be active in
others(Neumann & Cohen, 1998). The authors of this studied proposed that repression by
Nubbin can be overcome when activating inputs (Su(H) in the case of vestigial) are at their
highest level. If this is the case it might suggest that the combined levels of Nub and Pdm2 need
to be kept at a low enough level to allow target CRMs to be available for activation in the proper
spatial domain.
Lastly the regulation of Pdm2 levels offer a novel mechanism to suppress the activity of
CRM regulatory potential by TF input into the promoter. Generally it is considered that CRMs
integrate the necessary spatio-temporal signals to precisely control transcription, while the
promoter is largely required for recruitment of polymerase. Here I’ve shown that Pdm2
regulation is controlled both by CRM TF inputs, which provide its potential to be expressed in
the appendage, and promoter TF input causing repression in the Rn domain. While such a
mechanism could be widely applicable to other cases of gene duplicates which overlap in a
subset of expression domains, possibly as a result of co-regulation by the same enhancer, it’s
also possible that TF input into promoters separate from distal CRM inputs may be a commonly
used mechanism to fine-tune gene expression patterns more generally.
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2.5 Experimental Procedures
Drosophila strains and transgenes
nub.Gal4 (Calleja et al., 1996)
tsh.Gal4 (Calleja et al., 1996)
UAS.Kash-GFP (Gift of Dr. Vikki Weake, Purdue Univ.) (Ma & Weake, 2014)
nub[1] (Ng et al., 1995)
Sd-GFP (protein-trap fusion, FlyTrap, Bloomington # 50827) (Kelso et al., 2004)
Rn-GFP (endogenous tag) (Q. Li et al., 2015)
UAS-Rn (Bloomington # 7403) (St Pierre et al., 2002)
rn.Gal4deltaS (null allele, Bloomington # 8142) (St Pierre et al., 2002)
Construction of the sal_pk4 reporter
Genomic fragments corresponding to sal_pk4 CRM (chr2L:11,326,057-11,327,422) were
amplified from a generic laboratory yw stock using primers Fwd:
tttttCCTGCAGGCTCTTTGCACGTATGTACATCAAATG and Rev:
tttttCCTAGGCATAAGAAAGCAATCCAAAAATGTCTG. Regions were placed via
restriction-mediated cloning into the multiple cloning site of pRVV54 (Slattery et al., 2013)
upstream of a minimal promoter driving lacZ. The reporter was integrated into the genome using
PhiC31 system (Bischof et al., 2007) at the Attp40 landing site.
Immunohistochemistry
Wandering 3rd instar larval heads were dissected and inverted in PBS, followed by fixation in 4%
PFA for 25 minutes at room temperature. Heads were then washed 2X 30 minutes in staining
solution (SS: PBS, 1% BSA, 0.3% Triton-X). Primary antibodies were then added for incubation
overnight in SS at 4˚C. Heads were washed 4X 10 minutes in SS and incubated with fluorescent
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secondary antibodies for 2 hours at room temperature in dark, and washed as before. Heads were
incubated overnight in Vectashield containing DAPI, and imaginal discs were subsequently
dissected and mounted for imaging using a confocal microscope (Leica SP5 or Zeiss LSM 800)
Primary antibodies used were:
anti-Hth (Guinea Pig, Gp115, produced by Calico)
anti-Tsh (Guniea pig, Gp68, produced by Calico)
anti-Nub (Mouse, 2D4(Averof & Cohen, 1997), Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank)
anti-Pdm2 (rat, Abcam ab201325)
anti-Spalt (gift from James Hombría, CABD)
anti-GFP (Goat, gift from Kevin White, UChicago)
anti-β-galactosidase (Mouse)
anti-pMad (Guinea Pig, gift of Ed Laufer)
anti-HA (rat)
Nuclei sorting
Nuclei were magnetically sorted from wing imaginal discs using the UAS.Kash-GFP transgene
as previously described (Ma & Weake, 2014) with slight modifications. Briefly, imaginal discs
of the genotype nub.G4; UAS.Kash-GFP or tsh.G4; UAS.Kash-GFP were isolated from larvae at
the 3rd instar wandering stage in PBS with 0.01% tween-20 on ice. Dissected tissue was then
washed 2X in chilled nuclei extraction buffer (NEB: 10 mM HEPES, pH =7.5; 2.5 mM MgCl;
10 mM KCl). Nuclei were extracted in a 1 mL dounce on ice using 20 strokes of the loose pestle,
followed by a 10-minute incubation, and 25 strokes of the tight pestle. Nuclei were then filtered
over 30 uM cell filter, and pre-cleared for 10min with 5ul of Protein-G Dynabeads in NEB
supplemented with 0.1% tween-20. Pre-clearing beads were removed with a magnet and nuclei
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were added to a new tube containing anti-GFP coated Dynabeads and incubated with rotation for
30 min at 4˚C. Afterwards bead-bound nuclei were washed 4X (5min each) with nuclei wash
buffer (15 mM TRIS, pH=7.5; 50 mM NaCl; 40 mM KCl; 2 mM MgCl2; 0.1 % Tween-20).
Isolated nuclei were counted on a hemocytometer, and used for ATAC-seq or RNA-seq.
ATAC-seq library preparation and sequencing
ATAC-seq was performed on 50,000 nuclei as previously described (Buenrostro et al., 2015).
Whole discs were used for ATAC-seq experiments for nub[1] to wildtype comparisons (Figure
2.2.5). Three imaginal discs were used for each replicate. Libraries were sequenced using a 150cycle high output (wild-type samples) or 75-cycle high output (RNAi samples) with paired end
sequencing using an Illumina Nextseq. Two replicates were used for all ATAC-seq experiments.
RNA-seq library preparation and sequencing
RNA was extracted from sorted nuclei using TRIzol and purified using the Zymo Direct-zol
RNA Microprep kit. RNA-seq libraries were prepared using total rRNA depleted RNA using
Nugen Ovation Drosophila RNA-seq system. Libraries were sequenced using a 150-cycle high
output with paired end sequencing using an Illumina Nextseq. Two replicates were used for each
experiment. For nub[1] and associated wildtype samples, RNA was extracted from whole discs
using TRIzol and libraries were prepared using NEBnext Ultra II Directional RNA-seq kit and
sequenced using a 75-cycle high output with single end sequencing using an Illumina Nextseq.
Three replicates were used for each experiment.
ChIP-seq library preparation and sequencing
ChIP-seq using wing imaginal discs was performed as described previously (Estella et al., 2008)
with minor modifications according to (Ghavi-Helm et al., 2016; Laprell et al., 2017). 3rd instar
larval heads were dissected and inverted in PBS on ice. Heads were fixed for 20 minutes in 1.8%
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PFA in crosslinking medium (10 mM HEPES, pH=8.0; 100 mM NaCl; 1 mM EDTA, pH=8.0;
0.5 mM EGTA, pH=8.0) at room-temperature with rotation, and subsequently quenched (Quench
solution: 1xPBS; 125 mM glycine; 0.1% Triton X-100). Fixed-heads were then washed 2X in
buffer A (10 mM HEPES, pH=8.0; 10 mM EDTA, pH=8.0; 0.5 mM EGTA, pH=8.0, 0.25 %
Triton X-100) and 2X buffer B (10 mM HEPES, pH=8.0; 200 mM NaCl; 1 mM EDTA, pH=8.0;
0.5 mM EGTA, pH=8.0; 0.01% Triton X-100) 10 minutes each at 4°C. Wing discs were then
dissected and placed in sonication buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH = 8.0 ;1 mM EDTA, pH = 8.0; 0.5
mM EGTA, pH = 8.0, 0.1 % SDS). Chromatin sonication was performed using a Covaris S2
instrument at settings (105W; 2 % Duty; 15 minutes).
Sonicated chromatin was brought to 1X mild-RIPA (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH=8.0; 1 mM EDTA,
pH=8.0; 150 mM NaCl; 1% Triton X-100) concentration and pre-cleared with Dynabeads for 1
hour at 4˚C with rotation. Pre-clearing beads were removed and antibody was added for
incubation overnight. Dynabeads were added and incubated for 3 hrs. Bead bound antibodychromatin complexes were washed as follows 2X RIPA LS (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH=8.0; 1 mM
EDTA, pH=8.0; 150 mM NaCl; 1% Triton X-100; 0.1 % SDS; 0.1 % DOC), 2X RIPA HS (10
mM Tris-HCl, pH=8.0; 1 mM EDTA, pH=8.0; 500 mM NaCl; 1% Triton X-100; 0.1 % SDS; 0.1
% DOC), 1X LiCl (10mM Tris-HCl, pH=8.0; 1 mM EDTA, pH=8.0; 250 mM LiCl; 0.5 %
IGEPAL CA-630; 0.5 % DOC), 1X TE (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH=8.0; 1 mM EDTA, pH=8.0).
Samples were then treated with RNAse and proteinase K, and chromatin was isolated using
phenol-chloroform.
Antibodies used were anti-Hth (Gp52 (Ryoo & Mann, 1999), 1∶300 dilution for IP), and antiGFP (used for Sd-GFP and Rn-GFP; ab290, Abcam; 1:300 dilution for IP).
ChIP-seq libraries were made following the NEBnext UltraII kit (NEB) and associated protocol.
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Libraries were sequenced using a 75-cycle high output with single end sequencing using an
Illumina Nextseq. Two replicates were used for all ChIP-seq experiments.
ATAC-seq data processing
Reads were mapped using Bowtie2 to the dm6 genome assembly. Mapped reads were then
filtered for map quality (SAMtools (H. Li et al., 2009)) and duplicates (Picard MarkDuplicates).
The Galaxy platform (Afgan et al., 2018) was used for these pre-processing steps.
Genome-track files were created using Deeptools (BamCoverage; RPGC normalization).
Differential analysis was performed using DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014) on a common interval of
24,915 peaks generated by merging ATAC-seq peaks called by MACS2 (Y. Zhang et al., 2008)(
--nomodel --call-summits) from the all wild-type sorted data sets. Cut off used for calling
differential accessibility was Log2Fold change > 0.5 and adjusted p-value (padj) < 0.05. Peaks
within the extended Ubx genomic locus were defined by (Chr3R: 16655898- 16807343).
Heatmaps were made using Deeptools ComputeMatrix (options: reference-point;
missingDataAsZero) and PlotHeatmap.
RNA-seq data processing
Reads were mapped using HISAT2 to the dm6 genome assembly. Mapped reads were then
filtered for map quality (SAMtools(H. Li et al., 2009)).
Differential analysis was performed using DESeq2 with cutoff: padj < 0.01.
For comparison of ATAC-seq and RNA-seq, all ATAC-seq peaks were assigned to the nearest
gene that is expressed in either wing or haltere imaginal disc (count > 50). For each gene the
single ATAC peak with the lowest p-value determined by DESeq2 differential analysis, and the
(W/H) -Log10P as determined by DESeq2 (described above) was compared between peaks
associated with differentially expressed vs non-differentially expressed genes.
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ChIP-seq data processing
Reads were mapped using Bowtie2 to the dm6 genome assembly. Mapped reads were then
filtered for map quality (SAMtools (H. Li et al., 2009)) and duplicates (Picard MarkDuplicates).
Peaks were called using MACS2 (Y. Zhang et al., 2008). Genome-track files were created using
Deeptools (BamCoverage; RPKM normalization).
Motif analysis
De novo motifs were discovered using Homer (Heinz et al., 2010) (findmotifsgenome.pl). For
ATAC-seq data the entire peak was used to search for enriched motifs (option: -size given) and
all ATAC peaks (minus the queried group) were used to calculate background enrichment. For
ChIP-seq a default 200bp window around the peak center was used.
UAS-Rn clones
Larvae of the genotype: hs>FLP;+/UAS-Rn;+/Act>stop,y+>Gal4 were placed at 37˚C for 10
minutes and 3rd instar larvae were selected 48 hours later and dissected for immunostaining.
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Chapter 3: Cell type-specific Hox regulatory strategies orchestrate
tissue identity
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1: Department of Genetics and Development, Columbia University
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Note: This chapter was derived from a manuscript that has been submitted for publication. All
experiments were carried out by me, with additional contributions from an undergraduate student
in the lab, Jordyn Sanner, who I supervised for a summer – Specifically a subset of reporter
constructs used in Figures 3.10-3.16. I wrote this manuscript in collaboration with my PhD
advisor Richard Mann.
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3.1 Abstract
Hox proteins are homeodomain transcription factors that diversify serially homologous
segments along the animal body axis, as revealed by the classic bithorax phenotype of
Drosophila melanogaster where mutations in Ultrabithorax (Ubx) transform the third thoracic
segment into the likeness of the second thoracic segment. To specify segment identity we show
that Ubx both increases and decreases chromatin accessibility, coinciding with its dual role as
both an activator and repressor of transcription. However, the choice of transcriptional activity
executed by Ubx is spatially regulated and depends on the availability of cofactors, with Ubx
acting as a repressor in some populations and as an activator in others. Ubx-mediated changes to
chromatin accessibility positively and negatively impact the binding of Scalloped (Sd), a
transcription factor that is required for appendage development in both segments. These findings
illustrate how a single Hox protein can modify complex gene regulatory networks to transform
the identity of an entire tissue.

3.2 Introduction
Among the most famous mutant phenotypes in modern biology is the four-winged
‘bithorax’ fly, in which the third thoracic (T3) segment of Drosophila melanogaster is
transformed into a nearly complete copy of the second thoracic (T2) segment (Bridges, C. B.,
1944; E. B. Lewis, 1978). This dramatic homeotic transformation of segment identity is caused
by loss-of-function mutations in the homeotic selector gene Ultrabithorax (Ubx), which is
required to modify the “ground-state” segment identity of T2 into T3 (Bender et al., 1983;
Bridges, C. B., 1944; E. B. Lewis, 1978). Ubx is one of eight paralogous Hox genes in
Drosophila, all of which encode homeodomain transcription factors (TFs). Each Hox gene is
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expressed in a subset of segments along the fly’s anterior-posterior body axis and is responsible
for determining their identities. Although the complexity in mammals is compounded by the
existence of 39 Hox genes, loss-of-function mutations in the mouse establish that, as in the fly,
Hox genes also determine regional identities along the vertebrate body axis (Ghosh &
Sagerström, 2018; Mallo et al., 2010), including the specification of multiple cell types (Arenkiel
et al., 2004; Philippidou & Dasen, 2013). Since their discovery, changes in Hox protein function
and expression during development have been shown to be key drivers in the evolution of
diversity among animal body plans (Hrycaj & Wellik, 2016; Parker et al., 2016).
To modify the identity of an entire segment a single Hox protein must function in parallel
in multiple cell types, in each case by altering regulatory networks via gene activation and
repression. While strides have been made to characterize how Hox proteins function as
transcription factors, our understanding has been largely informed by analyzing individual cisregulatory modules (CRMs) in disparate cell types (Bridoux et al., 2020; De Kumar et al., 2017;
Delker et al., 2019; Mann et al., 2009; Sánchez-Higueras et al., 2019; Zandvakili et al., 2019;
Zheng et al., 2015). A mechanistic understanding of how Hox proteins differentially modify gene
regulatory networks in multiple cell populations to transform one tissue into another is lacking.
A major barrier has been the technical hurdle of characterizing large sets of Hox-targeted CRMs
in multiple cell types within a segment.
The dynamic interplay between transcription factors and nucleosome occupancy at
CRMs, often analyzed through genome-wide measurements of chromatin accessibility, is an
important mechanism by which cell-type specific gene regulatory states are established (Bozek et
al., 2019; Bravo González-Blas et al., 2020b; Buenrostro et al., 2015; Jacobs et al., 2018; Klemm
et al., 2019). Recent work has demonstrated that some, but not all Hox proteins have the capacity
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to increase accessibility of chromatin at target binding sites in multiple experimental systems,
including Kc167 cell culture (Beh et al., 2016; Porcelli et al., 2019), motor neuron induction
from embryonic stem cells (ESCs) (Bulajić et al., 2020), and in the distal mammalian limb bud
(Desanlis et al., 2020). Together, these studies suggest that the different potentials for Hox
proteins to increase chromatin accessibility may contribute to their paralog-specific functions in
vivo.
Here we examine how a single Hox protein orchestrates the transformation of an entire
segment. By comparing multiple populations of progenitors that give rise to the adult T2 and T3
segments of the fly, combined with profiling whole-genome TF binding, we directly assess the
impact of Ubx on chromatin accessibility. We find that Ubx causes widespread cell type-specific
increases and decreases to chromatin accessibility that coincide with gene activation and
repression, respectively. Importantly, this analysis revealed a previously unknown spatial
regulation of Hox activity, wherein the function of Ubx as an activator or repressor of
transcription depends on the location in the segment and on the availability of Hox cofactors
Homothorax (Hth) and Extradenticle (Exd). Finally we show this modified chromatin landscape
alters the ability of another transcription factor, Scalloped (Sd), to access its targets in the
genome, leading to an expansion to some sites and restriction of others relative to T2. Together,
this study provides a molecular framework of how Hox proteins function to modify multiple cell
types to alter morphology of complex tissues.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Ubx diversifies chromatin accessibility of the homologous wing and haltere imaginal discs
The dorsal epithelium of the wing-bearing T2 and evolutionarily derived T3 segments of
Drosophila come from the wing and haltere imaginal discs, respectively (Figure 3.1A-B). Each
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disc gives rise to homologous structures of the body wall, hinge, and appendage proper (listed
from proximal-most to distal-most position). At all positions along the proximal-distal axis, the
dorsal structures of the T3 segment are highly modified relative to T2 (Abbott & Kaufman, 1986;
Carroll et al., 1995; Struhl, 1981). Notably, in both imaginal discs the Hox cofactors Hth and
Exd (Merabet & Mann, 2016) are present only in cells that give rise to the body fates and the
most proximal parts of the appendages (hinge; see Figure 3.1A). Thus, depending on the
proximal-distal position, Ubx transforms T2 into T3 both with and without these cofactors
(Delker et al., 2019; Galant et al., 2002a). Although comparisons between the developing wing
(T2) and haltere (T3) appendages revealed many of the transcriptional changes required to
transform one appendage into another, they have not yet addressed how Ubx directly executes
these extensive changes in gene expression (Pavlopoulos & Akam, 2011; Weatherbee et al.,
1998).
We initially performed ATAC-seq to compare the accessible chromatin profiles of the
intact wing and haltere imaginal discs at the 3rd larval instar stage. Although the overall profiles
are very similar (correlation coefficient = 0.998), consistent with previous observations (McKay
& Lieb, 2013), we find 760 sites with decreased accessibility in the haltere (H<W) compared to
the wing and 356 sites with increased accessibility (H>W) (DESeq2; (Love et al., 2014) padj<0.05, lfc>0.5; Figure 3.1D). Notably, about one fifth of the H>W sites (n=59) are within the
Ubx locus, and they exhibit the highest fold-difference between the wing and haltere discs
(Figure 3.1D, open circles).
Compared to all accessible regions, the location of differentially accessible sites is biased
towards introns and intergenic regions (Figure 3.2A). All four previously described CRMs
regulated by Ubx in the haltere (Hersh et al., 2007; Hersh & Carroll, 2005; Walsh & Carroll,
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2007) are identified by this analysis, suggesting that many of the genome-wide differences we
identify represent Ubx-mediated changes to the T2 gene regulatory network. The known Ubxactivated and repressed CRMs show an increase and decrease in accessibility in the haltere
relative to the wing, respectively, consistent with an inverse relationship between accessibility
and repression (Berest et al., 2019; Domcke et al., 2020; Gray et al., 2017), and demonstrating
the ability of this approach to distinguish both types regulatory outcomes downstream of Ubx
(Figure 3.3).

3.3.2 Chromatin differences downstream of Ubx are region-specific
Because Ubx is expressed in all haltere cells, and must ultimately be responsible for all
T3-specific differences, it is possible that the differences in chromatin accessibility measured
above exist in all haltere cells, regardless of cell type. Alternatively, Ubx may alter accessibility
differently, depending on the cell type. To discriminate between these possibilities, we repeated
the ATAC-seq measurements using purified populations of nuclei from homologous distal and
proximal domains from the wing and haltere imaginal discs. The distal population, marked by
expression of nubbin (nub), gives rise to the external adult appendages including the distal hinge
and appendage proper (wing blade and capitellum for the wing and haltere, respectively) (Figure
3.1A,B). The proximal population, marked by expression of teashirt (tsh), gives rise to the nonappendage thoracic body tissue (notum and postnotum, respectively) and proximal hinge that
connects the appendage to the body (Figure 3.1A-C).
Comparison of the nub+ domains yields 2,451 regions that are less accessible in the
haltere compared to the wing (nub[H<W]) and 2,030 regions with increased accessibility in the
haltere (nub[H>W]). In the tsh+ domain, 1,658 regions have decreased accessibility in the
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haltere compared to the wing (tsh[H<W]) and 684 have increased accessibility (tsh[H>W])
(Figure 3.1D-F). The majority of differential loci identified were specific to either population
(Figure 3.2B). As expected, most of the differential regions identified in the whole disc
comparison were also identified in the population-specific comparisons (Figure 3.2B). Compared
to the whole disc comparisons, the larger number of differentially accessible regions identified in
the tsh+ and nub+ domains is likely due to greater sensitivity when comparing more
homogeneous cell populations.
These data support the idea that changes in chromatin accessibility induced by Ubx are
context-specific. Examination of specific CRMs that are differentially expressed in only the tsh
or nub populations further supports this idea. For example, the sal1.1 and knW CRMs (Galant et
al., 2002a; Hersh & Carroll, 2005; Walsh & Carroll, 2007) are repressed by Ubx in nub+ haltere
cells and both enhancers have less accessibility in the nub+ domain, but no difference in the tsh+
domain (Figure 3.1G,H).
To assess whether differences in chromatin accessibility correlate with transcriptional
changes on a genome-wide scale we performed RNA-seq on the nub+ and tsh+ cell populations
for both the haltere and wing imaginal discs. Differential analysis performed for nub+ cells
yielded 828 genes downregulated in the haltere and 846 genes with increased expression relative
to nub+ wing cells (Figure 3.4A). In the tsh+ population 126 genes had lower levels and 56 had
higher levels in the haltere compared to tsh+ wing cells (Figure 3.4B). For both populations,
differentially expressed genes are more likely to have differentially accessible ATAC-seq peaks,
compared to genes that are expressed at similar levels (Chi-square test: P = 5.99e-47 (nub+) and
P = 3.06e-36 (tsh+) and Figure 3.1I). These results suggest that tissue-specific differences in
chromatin accessibility contribute to tissue-specific gene expression.
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Figure 3.1 Segment specific chromatin accessibility and gene expression in wing and
haltere imaginal discs
(A) Schematics of an adult fly highlighting the contributions of the dorsal wing and haltere
imaginal discs; the lower panel shows a magnified view of the proximal appendage (hinge)
regions. For both the wing-bearing T2 and haltere-bearing T3 segments, blue marks body wall
domains (notum (N) and postnotum (PN), respectively) and red marks the appendages (wing and
haltere, respectively). The tsh+ domain (blue) gives rise to the body and proximal hinge, while
the nub+ domain (red) gives rise to the distal hinge and appendage proper (wing blade and
capitellum). The Hox cofactor Hth (yellow), which induces the nuclear localization of Exd
(Exdnuc), is expressed in the body wall, proximal hinge, and distal hinge, but is absent from the
appendage proper.
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(B) Left, immunostain of 3rd larval instar wing (W) and haltere (H) imaginal discs showing
distal (nub+, red) and proximal (tsh+, blue) populations. Also shown is the T3 leg imaginal disc
(L). Right, Ubx is expressed throughout the haltere disc, and is absent from the wing disc. Scale
bars for this and subsequent panels are 50 µm.
(C) Experimental scheme to compare chromatin accessibility using ATAC-seq in homologous
distal (nub+, red) and proximal (tsh+, blue) populations of the wing and haltere imaginal discs.
Dotted background indicates the presence of Ubx in all haltere imaginal disc cells.
(D-F). Genome-wide comparison of wing and haltere ATAC-seq data for whole tissue (D) nub+
cells (E) and tsh+ cells (F). Colored points satisfy a threshold of log2FC>0.5, padj<0.05. Open
circles are ATAC peaks within the Ubx genomic locus. A common set of 24,915 open chromatin
regions, generated by merging ATAC-seq peaks in each sorted data set, was used for
comparisons.
(G-H). ATAC-seq genomic tracks at previously described Ubx target CRMs sal1.1 (G) and knW
(H). Cloned fragments driving reporter expression (green) above the genome tracks are indicated
by the green bar.
(I) Comparison of ATAC-seq scores with transcriptome measurements from sorted nub+ and
tsh+ cells. Differentially expressed genes (DESeq padj<0.01) are significantly more likely to
have a differential ATAC peak (DESeq -log10pval) compared to genes expressed at similar
levels. (See Methods for details.) Median value indicated by horizontal line.
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Figure 3.2 Annotation of ATAC-seq peak sets
(A) Histogram showing the distribution of ATAC-seq peaks relative to various genomic regions.
(B) UpsetR plot showing overlap between differential ATAC-seq peaks.

Figure 3.3 Known Ubx target CRMs are differentially accessible in wing and haltere
Left. Genomic tracks of unsorted ATAC-seq wing and haltere for previously identified Ubx
targets in the haltere. Green bars represent the originally defined enhancer boundaries.
Right. Reporter expression of ana-spot CRM using a enhancer fragment generated by (Jory et
al., 2012) that recapitulates previously described pattern(Hersh et al., 2007). See Figure1g-h for
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expression of sal1.1 and KnW fragments. Expression of the Cpr47ee enhancer see
reference(Hersh et al., 2007).

3.3.3 Most differences in accessibility are Ubx-dependent
To confirm that the haltere-specific differences in chromatin accessibility depend on Ubx
we performed a time-sensitive knockdown of Ubx for 48 hours in the nub+ domains and
repeated the ATAC-seq comparison from the nub+ population from both the wing and haltere
imaginal discs. Following knockdown the Ubx target salm is derepressed in the haltere as
previously described (Walsh & Carroll, 2007) (Figure 3.5A) and there is an increase in
chromatin accessibility at the sal1.1 CRM (Figure 3.2B), demonstrating that the haltere-specific
chromatin accessibility at this locus is dependent on Ubx. Examining the data genome-wide, the
majority of tissue-specific differences are lost after knockdown of Ubx (Figures 3.5C and 3.6).
Compared to the wing, 660 regions had less accessibility in the haltere (down from 2,451 in WT)
and 237 had increased accessibility (down from 2,030 in WT) (Figure 3.5C). Notably, 52 sites in
the Ubx locus remain more accessible in the haltere in the knockdown. This is expected because,
with the exception of autoregulatory elements, the regulation of Ubx expression is upstream of
Ubx activity and therefore the accessibility of CRMs within Ubx should not change in response
to reduced Ubx activity. The remaining tissue-specific differences may be due to incomplete
knockdown, which is supported by the persistence of weak anti-Ubx antibody staining after
knockdown (Figure 3.5A).
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3.3.4 Ubx increases and decreases chromatin accessibility depending on the region of the
haltere disc
De novo searches for DNA sequence motifs can provide evidence for whether Ubx is
directly responsible for changes in chromatin accessibility and if Ubx is binding with or without
its cofactors Hth and Exd. Importantly, the nub+ population includes cells that have these
cofactors (nub+ hth+ cells fated to become the distal hinge) and those that do not (nub+ hthpouch region fated to become the haltere capitellum), while all cells in the proximal tsh+
population express these cofactors (tsh+ hth+; Figure 3.1A). Consequently, the association of
specific DNA motifs with the gain or loss of accessibility also has the potential to provide spatial
information about where Ubx is activating and repressing transcription.
We used an unbiased approach to look for motifs that are enriched in each differentially
accessible peak set (nub[H<W], nub[H>W], tsh[H<W], tsh[H>W] (Figures 3.5D and 3.7). Three
of the four peak sets contain DNA binding motifs that are predicted to bind Hox proteins as the
most enriched sequence. Interestingly, the type of motif differs between peak sets. The
nub[H<W] set is highly enriched for a canonical Ubx monomer binding site, suggesting that, as
with the previously described sal, knot, and ana targets (Galant et al., 2002a; Hersh et al., 2007;
Hersh & Carroll, 2005), Ubx generally represses transcription as a monomer in the nub+ hthdomain. In contrast, the nub[H>W] set is enriched for a motif predicted to bind Ubx in complex
with Hth and Exd (Ubx-Hth-Exd motifs (Merabet & Mann, 2016)), suggesting that Ubx activates
transcription with these cofactors in the nub+ hth+ domain. A Ubx-Hth-Exd motif was also
enriched in the tsh[H<W] set, suggesting that Ubx represses transcription with these cofactors in
the tsh+ hth+ domain. Equally notable is that none of the sets are enriched for both types of Ubx
motifs (Figure 3.6). Furthermore, both of the discovered Ubx-related motifs match Ubx and Ubx-
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Hth-Exd binding sites derived from in vitro SELEX-seq experiments, suggesting that they are
bona fide Ubx monomer and Ubx-Hth-Exd binding sites, respectively (Rastogi et al., 2018;
Slattery, Riley, et al., 2011) (Figure 3.8). Neither type of Ubx motif is identified in the tsh[H>W]
peak set.
Together, these observations suggest that the sign of CRM regulation by Ubx differs
depending on where along the proximal-distal axis Ubx functions and whether Hth and Exd are
available as cofactors. A corollary to this conclusion is that in each region of the haltere disc Ubx
predominantly acts as either a repressor or an activator of transcription. Below we provide
additional evidence to support these conclusions by analyzing the activities of specific CRMs as
well as the genome-wide binding of Ubx and Hth.

3.3.5 Ubx binds to CRMs that change chromatin accessibility in the haltere
To further examine the role of Ubx and its cofactors in regulating chromatin accessibility
and CRM activity we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIPseq) in whole haltere imaginal discs using antibodies against Ubx and Hth to directly determine
their binding profiles genome-wide. The canonical Ubx-Hth-Exd complex motif is the most
significantly enriched motif in Ubx ChIP-seq peaks (Figure 3.9). The Ubx monomer motif is not
significantly enriched in these whole disc ChIP-seq experiments, despite the fact that several
CRMs are known to bind Ubx in the absence of cofactors (Galant et al., 2002a; Hersh & Carroll,
2005). Notably, Ubx ChIP-seq experiments in other contexts also failed to identify a strongly
enriched monomer motif, possibly reflecting a lower binding affinity or stability of the Ubx
monomer to DNA (Beh et al., 2016; Shlyueva et al., 2016; Slattery, Ma, et al., 2011). For Hth
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ChIP-seq experiments, both Ubx-Hth-Exd and Hth-Exd binding site motifs are significantly
enriched (Figure 3.9).
The two ATAC-seq categories that are enriched for the Ubx-Hth-Exd motif (nub[H>W]
and tsh[H<W]) both show strong association with Ubx and Hth binding (Figure 3.5E).
Moreover, the strength of both the Ubx and Hth ChIP signals correlates with the de novo
enriched Hox-Hth-Exd motif, supporting a direct interaction with these binding sites in vivo
(Figure 3.5F). Although the nub[H<W] category, which is enriched for the Ubx monomer motif,
shows generally low ChIP signal for both Ubx and Hth, the strength of Ubx ChIP signal also
correlates with the presence of the de novo discovered Ubx momomer motif, and the region of
maximum binding signal coincides with the location of the motif (Figure 3.5F). In contrast, the
Hth ChIP signal does not show a similar correlation, supporting the conclusion that Ubx interacts
directly with these regions as a monomer without Hth-Exd. Together, these results suggest that
Ubx and its cofactors directly bind to many of the sites that have haltere-specific differences in
chromatin accessibility. Further, the data suggest that Ubx and Hth binding are directly
responsible for many of the observed segment and region-specific differences in chromatin
accessibility. The remaining differentially accessible regions that lack motif or ChIP signatures
may be indirectly mediated by transcription factors that are downstream of Ubx.
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Figure 3.4 Differential RNA-seq analysis
(A-B). Volcano plots displaying results of differential RNA-seq analysis between wing and
haltere discs for nub+ (A) and tsh+ (B) populations. Colored points are based on a significance
threshold of padj<0.01 (DESeq2).
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Figure 3.5 Ubx regulates chromatin accessibility
(A) Expression of the Ubx target Salm in wildtype and following Ubx knockdown. Derepression of Salm in the haltere pouch is observed (arrow).
(B) Genomic tracks showing the salm locus. The sal1.1 CRM is marked by the grey box.
(C) Volcano plot comparing nub+ chromatin accessibility in wing and haltere imaginal discs
following knockdown of Ubx. Inset; the same comparison in wild type discs is repeated from
Figure 3.1e for comparison. Note that the loci within the genomic region of Ubx (open circles)
remain differentially accessible, as expected given regulation of Ubx expression is upstream of
Ubx activity.
(D) de novo motif analysis of the four differential ATAC-seq categories defined in Figure 3.1DF. The top ranked motif for each category is shown. Candidate Ubx and Ubx-Hth-Exd motifs
resemble motifs derived from SELEX-seq assays (see Figure 3.8). Heatmaps on the left show
the wing and haltere ATAC-seq signals for each of the four categories.
(E) Heatmap showing the haltere ChIP signal for Ubx and Hth at loci within the differential
ATAC-seq categories. Regions are centered around the closest match to the top-ranked de novo
motif for that category (panel D) and sorted by highest-to-lowest scoring match to that motif.
(F) Plots showing distribution of average ChIP-signal centered around the same motif as panel E.
Each category is split into thirds based on the degree of similarity of motif matching to the top
ranked de novo motif for that category. See Methods for details.
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Figure 3.6 PCA of wild-type and Ubx knockdown ATAC datasets
Principal component analysis (PCA) for sorted nub+ ATAC: wing and haltere wild-type (purple
and red, respectively) and expressing Ubx-RNAi (black and orange, respectively).
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Figure 3.7 ATAC-seq motif enrichment
Top 10 de novo motifs identified from ATAC-seq peaks from differential unsorted (additional
panel in H<W category shows similar motifs grouped together for the 1st ranked position),
differential sorted nub+, differential sorted tsh+, and all ATAC-peaks. Boxes on the left and
right represent regions that decrease and increase accessibility in the haltere datasets,
respectively. Red asterisks represent motifs that do not reach statistical significance (p-value <
1e-12). Ubx monomer and Ubx-Hth-Exd complex motifs are labeled in red and orange,
respectively.
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Figure 3.8 NRLB-based scoring of the four ATAC-seq categories
(A) Energy logos for Ubx monomer (Ubx isoform IVa) and Ubx-Hth-Exd (with Ubx isoform
IVa) derived from NRLB modeling of SELEX-seq data (Rastogi et al., 2018). Nucleotides that
interact with Ubx or Exd are labeled above.
(B) Heatmaps sorted as in Figure 3.5E (centered on the de-novo motif shown to the left) and
scored with NRLB models (red columns) confirm that three of the four ATAC-seq categories
contain binding sites for Ubx or Ubx-Hth-Exd, as predicted by the de novo motif analysis.
Associated whole haltere ChIP-seq heatmaps for Ubx and Hth are also shown (as in Figure
3.5E).
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Figure 3.9 Ubx and Hth ChIP-seq motif enrichment
de novo motifs identified from ChIP-seq peaks of Ubx (Left) and Hth(Right) identified in haltere
imaginal discs. Ubx-Hth-Exd and Hth monomer motifs are labeled in red and blue, respectively.
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3.3.6 In vivo reporters support spatial regulation of Ubx activity
The above analyses suggest that Ubx binds in nub+ hth- haltere pouch region as a
monomer and is associated with a decrease in chromatin accessibility relative to the homologous
cells in the wing disc, while Hox-Hth-Exd binding in nub+ hth+ distal hinge region is associated
with greater accessibility. To ask whether these categories reflect true Ubx repressed or activated
targets in vivo we cloned 20 putative CRMs into reporter constructs and observed their
expression pattern in the wing and haltere discs. We chose loci that bind Ubx and have higher or
lower accessibility in the nub+ domain (17 from nub[H>W] and 3 from nub[H<W]) in order to
ask whether their activity reflects the direction of change in accessibility (activating or
repressing, respectively), and whether Ubx regulates them in the predicted region (distal hinge
and pouch, respectively, Figure 3.10A). We chose candidate CRMs based solely on ATAC-seq
differences and Ubx ChIP-seq signal, without taking Hth binding into consideration.
The majority of the cloned regions (12/17 nub[H>W] and 3/3 nub[H<W]) drive reporter
expression in a segment-specific manner within the nub+ domain (Figure 3.10B). All three
candidates from the nub[H<W] category drive expression in the wing pouch and are less active
in the homologous cell population in the haltere (Figures 3.10C and 3.11). These three CRMs
behave similarly to the three previously characterized CRMs in the haltere that are repressed by
Ubx in this domain, leading to a total of six reporters with similar characteristics (Galant et al.,
2002a; Hersh et al., 2007; Hersh & Carroll, 2005; Walsh & Carroll, 2007) (Figures 3.1G-H and
3.3).
Reporters from the nub[H>W] category are more varied and were grouped into three
categories: 1) expressed in the haltere distal hinge domain but not the wing distal hinge (8/17
CRMs, e.g. Figures 3.10E and 3.12), 2) expressed in the distal hinge domains of both tissues, but
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with a broader pattern in the haltere (5/17 CRMs, e.g. Figures 3.10F and 3.13), and 3) no
detectable expression in the nub+ cells of either disc (4/17 CRMs, e.g. Figures 3.10D and 3.14).
The third category may represent regions that change accessibility in the 3rd larval instar stage
that precede gene expression later in development. Notably, all four of these fragments are active
CRMs because they drive expression in other regions of the discs (Figures 3.10D and 3.14). We
observed no instances of repression in the distal hinge or activation in the pouch, supporting the
conclusion that these Ubx activities are predominantly region-specific.
The differences in reporter activity between the wing and haltere ranged from obvious to
subtle. Therefore, for eleven reporters we analyzed mitotic clones of Ubx mutant cells in the
haltere to confirm that there is a difference in activity downstream of Ubx. In all cases loss of
Ubx altered reporter activity toward the wing-like pattern, as expected (Figures 3.10C,E,F
bottom panels and 3.15). These results strengthen our earlier conclusion that the activity of Ubx
as an activator or repressor in the nub+ cells of the haltere is spatially segregated into the nub+
hth+ and nub+ hth- domains, respectively. Further, even though they were chosen from the
nub[H>W] and nub[H<W] sets, several reporters are also fortuitously expressed in the tsh+
domain of the wing disc. Further supporting our conclusion that Ubx behaves as a repressor in
the tsh+ hth+ domain, in three cases Ubx- clones in the haltere derepressed these reporters in that
domain (Figure 3.16). Added to this list of repressed targets is the autoregulatory abx CRM from
Ubx, which is down-regulated by Ubx-Hth-Exd predominantly in the tsh+ domain (Delker et al.,
2019). Together, these findings reveal that even individual loci can respond to Ubx differently,
depending on the region of the imaginal disc, yet they obey the rules uncovered here showing
regional differences in Ubx-mediated gene regulation in the haltere disc.
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Figure 3.10 Analysis of Ubx-targeted CRMs
(A) Position of homologous distal hinge and pouch domains based on Hth and Nub expression in
wing and haltere discs. The edges of Hth and Nub expression domains are marked with dotted
yellow and red lines, respectively.
(B) Summary of CRM-reporters. The nub[H<W] category includes three previously described
CRMs: sal1.1, knW, and ana-spot(Galant et al., 2002a; Hersh et al., 2007; Hersh & Carroll,
2005).
(C-F) Examples of nub[H<W] and nub[H>W] CRM-reporter genes (green). The upper left
panels show genomic tracks for nub+ ATAC-seq wing, nub+ ATAC-seq haltere, Ubx ChIP, and
Hth ChIP; the upper right panels show wing and haltere disc expression patterns for the reporter
genes, and the bottom panels show Ubx null somatic clones in the haltere, with a subset of clones
magnified in the insets. Clones are marked by the absence of RFP (arrows). See Supplementary
Figures 3.11-3.16 for additional examples.
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Figure 3.11 nub[H<W] reporters
(A-C) Reporter expression of CRMs from the nub[H<W] category. For this and subsequent
reporter gene figures, the top two genome browser tracks show the ATAC-seq signal in the nub+
wing (W) and haltere (H) imaginal discs.
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Figure 3.12 nub[H>W] haltere-only reporters
(A-H) Reporter expression of CRMs from the nub[H>W] haltere-specific category.
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Figure 3.13 nub[H>W] haltere-expanded reporters
(A-F) Reporter expression of CRMs from the nub[H>W] haltere-expanded category.
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Figure 3.14 nub[H>W] No-nub activity reporters
(A-D) Reporter expression of CRMs from the nub[H>W] No-nub activity category.
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Figure 3.15 Reporter gene activity in Ubx- mitotic clones
(A-K) Ubx-null clonal analysis of reporter expression. Clones are marked by the absence of RFP
(A’-K’). Clones in nub+ region are marked by white arrows, and clones derepressed in tsh+
region are marked by cyan arrows. Note that only a subset of clones reveal a change in
expression, consistent with the existence of additional regulatory inputs into these CRMs. For
comparison, the wing disc expression patterns are shown in Figs 3.11-3.13.
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Figure 3.16 Reporters responsive to Ubx in both the nub+ and tsh+ domains
(A-C) Reporters that are repressed by Ubx in the tsh+ population in addition to regulation in the
nub+ cells (green). The upper left panels show genomic tracks for nub+ ATAC-seq wing, nub+
ATAC-seq haltere, tsh+ ATAC-seq wing, tsh+ ATAC-seq haltere, Ubx ChIP, and Hth ChIP; the
upper right panels show wing and haltere disc expression patterns for the reporter genes, and the
bottom panels show Ubx null somatic clones in the haltere marked by the absence of RFP
(bottom-right panel). A subset of clones are marked by arrows, and the position indicated by
white (nub+) or Cyan (tsh+).

3.3.7 Changes to chromatin downstream of Ubx alter the binding of another selector TF
How might Ubx-induced changes in chromatin accessibility impact CRM activity and,
ultimately, transform T2 into T3? Because both tissues rely on a similar set of patterning TFs,
collectively referred to as selector TFs (Mann & Carroll, 2002), we hypothesized that Ubx may
either facilitate (in the case of increased accessibility) or prevent (in the case of reduced
accessibility) the binding of these shared TFs. As a test of this idea, we focused on the
transcription factor Scalloped (Sd) because it has a similar expression pattern in wing and haltere
imaginal discs and because it is required for the development of both appendages (Figure 3.17A)
(Williams et al., 1991). Importantly, Sd is expressed in both the nub+ hth- pouch and a subset of
the nub+ hth+ hinge domains, where we hypothesize that Ubx is a repressor and an activator,
respectively.
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To ask whether Sd binding differs in the haltere and wing imaginal discs, we performed
ChIP-seq for Sd in both discs and compared the binding pattern. A subset of Sd binding sites
(8.3%) are disc-specific: 387 peaks show stronger binding in the haltere, while 759 peaks are
stronger in the wing (Figure 3.17B). De novo motif searches around both sets of Sd binding
peaks show that, in addition to canonical Sd motifs, Ubx motifs are enriched to similar levels,
suggesting that they are also targeted by Ubx (Figure 3.17D). However, as with the ATAC-seq
data, the type of Ubx motif is distinct in peaks biased towards the different discs. H>W Sd
binding events are enriched for the Ubx-Hth-Exd motif, while H<W Sd binding is associated
with Ubx monomer motifs. Furthermore, Sd [H<W] and Sd [H>W] peaks
overlap extensively with nub[H<W] and nub[H>W] peaks, respectively (Figures 3.17E and
3.18). Additionally, of the 661 peaks that have both tissue specific Sd binding and differences in
chromatin accessibility (58% of all tissue-specific Sd binding), 229 (35%) have a Ubx ChIP peak
(Figures 3.17E and 3.18, and see Figure 3.17C for a specific example at the Samuel CRM).
These data suggest that the binding of Sd is responsive to the presence of Ubx locally at the
CRM, and points to a potential mechanism for how Ubx alters the output of shared TFs both
positively and negatively: Ubx binding to monomer sites reduces accessibility and inhibits Sd
binding in the pouch, while Ubx binding to Ubx-Hth-Exd sites increases accessibility and
facilitates Sd binding in the distal hinge.
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Figure 3.17 Ubx-mediated changes to chromatin accessibility changes where Sd binds.
(A) Homologous patterns of Sd expression in the wing and haltere imaginal discs. In both tissues
Sd is expressed in the pouch, in the distal hinge and along the dorsal-ventral compartment
boundary. Boundaries of Nub (Red) and Hth (Yellow) expression are indicated with dotted lines
as in Figure 3.10.
(B) Volcano plot comparing Sd binding in wing and haltere imaginal discs (Diffbind FDR<0.05).
c. Genomic tracks near the Samuel CRM (green box) and reporter expression driven by this
CRM in wing and haltere discs.
(D) de novo motif analysis of the disc-specific Sd binding peaks for the Sd H<W and H>W
categories.
(E) Heatmaps showing the ChIP signal for differential Sd binding, nub+ ATAC-seq signal, Ubx
ChIP signal, and Hth ChIP signal. Regions are sorted based on highest-to-lowest W:H ratio of
Distal ATAC-seq signal at the peak center. The top set shows the Sd H<W category and the
bottom set shows the Sd H>W category as defined in panel B.
(F) Summary defining the three domains in T2 and T3, whether Ubx acts as a monomer or UbxHth-Exd complex, whether Ubx opens or closes chromatin, and the effect on Sd binding.
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Figure 3.18 Overlap of tissue-specific Sd binding
UpsetR plot showing overlap between the Ubx ChIP-seq, differential ATAC-seq (nub[H<W] or
nub[H>W]), and differential Sd ChIP-seq peak sets (sd[H < W] or sd[H > W]). Dark and light
red boxes signify overlaps with Sd[H<W]/nub[H<W] and Sd[H>W]/nub[H>W], respectively.
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3.4 Discussion

To transform the wing-bearing T2 segment ground state into that of the haltere-bearing
T3 segment of the adult fly we find that Ubx functions in three distinct modes that are spatially
segregated in the imaginal disc: 1) Ubx reduces chromatin accessibility and represses
transcription in the distal-most pouch domain as a monomer, 2) Ubx increases accessibility and
activates transcription in complex with Hth-Exd in the distal hinge, and 3) Ubx reduces
accessibility and represses transcription in the body wall and proximal hinge in complex with
Hth-Exd.
Consistent with our findings, a subset of Drosophila and mammalian Hox paralogs have
been shown in cultured cells, induced embryonic stem cells, and the mammalian limb bud to
differ in their ability to bind and open less accessible chromatin, which has been suggested to
mediate Hox paralog-specific functions in vivo (Beh et al., 2016; Bulajić et al., 2020; Desanlis et
al., 2020; Porcelli et al., 2019). Here we tested the impact of chromatin accessibility changes by
one Hox protein, Ubx, to perform the classical Hox function of serially homolog diversification.
Similar to the cell culture experiments (Beh et al., 2016; Porcelli et al., 2019), we find that in the
T3 dorsal appendage Ubx-Hth-Exd can increase accessibility, but the Ubx monomer does not.
However, while previous studies have shown that some Hox proteins can increase accessibility,
our results suggest that, at least for Ubx, Hox proteins can also decrease accessibility to diversify
cell fates, both with and without Hth-Exd. Our ability to observe both increases and decreases in
chromatin accessibility may be a consequence of studying the transformation of the T2 ground
state into T3, which includes multiple cell fates that are all modified by the presence of the same
Hox protein. This is in contrast to previously studied systems, such as the vertebrate limb bud
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(Desanlis et al., 2020) or the induction of motor neuron fates from embryonic stem cells (Bulajić
et al., 2020), where instead of transforming one tissue into another, Hox proteins promote the
development of specific cell fates from less differentiated progenitors.
The precise nature of how Ubx alters chromatin accessibility requires further
investigation. One potential mechanism involves the recruitment of chromatin modifying factors,
several of which have been shown to interact with Hox proteins (Boube et al., 2014; Saleh et al.,
2000), to modulate the compaction of the local CRM structure as suggested for the repression of
Dll by Ubx (Agelopoulos et al., 2012). Alternatively, Ubx may compete with the binding of
activator TFs (in the case of haltere repression) or facilitate activator binding through
nucleosome-mediated cooperativity (Mirny, 2010) (in the case of haltere activation). Notably, in
the cases of Ubx repression of knot (Hersh & Carroll, 2005) and Dll (Gebelein et al., 2004; Uhl
et al., 2016), the repressive binding input of Ubx into the relevant CRMs is separable from the
activating input, suggesting that for these cases, which involve monomer and Ubx-Hth-Exd
input, respectively, competition for binding is unlikely to be involved.
Although many transcription factors can function as both activators and repressors of
gene expression, it is generally unknown if, for a particular TF, whether both activities
concurrently operate in the same cell, or whether they perform only one activity depending on
the cell type. The surprising finding that Hox proteins execute the same regulatory output in a
given cell type implies that Hox proteins exist in distinct cell-type specific regulatory complexes
that function either as dedicated activators or repressors.
As serially homologous tissues, the wing and haltere imaginal discs have a very similar
organization of spatially restricted signaling pathways and share many of the same regionally
expressed TFs. Ubx operates upon this common ground-state to modify how these shared
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pathways and selector TFs are deployed in a T3-specific manner (Crickmore & Mann, 2006;
Pavlopoulos & Akam, 2011; Weatherbee et al., 1998). Ubx may alter the output from these
shared systems by modifying the expression of the signaling molecules themselves, such as
wingless repression in the posterior compartment of the haltere disc (Weatherbee et al., 1998), or
by modifying the distribution of secreted signals, as in the case of Dpp signaling (Crickmore &
Mann, 2006). Our results reveal that Hox proteins can also modify the output of shared
regulators by altering where they bind through changes to cis-regulatory chromatin accessibility.
A pioneering role for Hox13 paralogs in the mammalian limb bud has been proposed because
they permitted the binding of another Hox protein after it was ectopically expressed (Desanlis et
al., 2020). In light of our experiments, which assayed the binding of the essential TF, Sd, in wild
type tissues, both with and without Ubx, we suggest that not only is a pioneering role of Hox
proteins during cell fate specification widespread, but that Hox proteins can also function to
restrict binding of shared TFs between homologous cells.
An interesting trend emerges from comparison of the homologous adult structures that
are modified by Ubx via activation or repression. In the capitellum and notum/proximal hinge,
where Ubx-mediated gene repression dominates, the T3 morphology, broadly characterized, has
both a reduced size and complexity. The latter can be observed through the loss of characteristic
features of the T2 appendage and notum, such as highly patterned veins and large bristles (called
macrochaetes), respectively. In contrast, the distal hinge of the haltere, where Ubx-mediated
gene activation is the rule, develops complex T3-specific structures that are required for the
haltere to provide critical sensory feedback during flight, most notably via arrays of
mechanosensory neurons (Dickerson et al., 2019). We speculate that diversification of tissue
morphology by Hox proteins may follow a pattern wherein repressive activities contribute to
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simplifying the morphology of a tissue while gene activation may be required to generate novel
complex cell types.

Table 3.1. Transgenic reporters
Reporter ID
Rep-1
Rep-2
Rep-3
Rep-4
Rep-5
Rep-6
Rep-7
Rep-8
Rep-9
Rep-10
Rep-11
Rep-12
Rep-13
Rep-14
Rep-15
Rep-16
Rep-17
Rep-18
Rep-19
Rep-20
sal1.1
kn_W

Category (subcategory)
H<W
H<W
H<W
H > W (Haltere specific)
H > W (Haltere specific)
H > W (Haltere specific)
H > W (Haltere specific)
H > W (Haltere specific)
H > W (Haltere specific)
H > W (Haltere specific)
H > W (Haltere specific)
H > W (Haltere expanded)
H > W (Haltere expanded)
H > W (Haltere expanded)
H > W (Haltere expanded)
H > W (Haltere expanded)
H > W (No distal activity)
H > W (No distal activity)
H > W (No distal activity)
H > W (No distal activity)
H<W
H<W

Nearby gene
cpr62ba
cg42747
samuel
tkv
fz
fz
bi
cg42342
cg33225
cg31612
cg6888
sox15
jing
art9
cpr35b
cg16898
knrl
osi21
vvl
sob
salm
kn

Coordinates (dm6)
chr3L:1,827,698-1,828,699
chr3L:6,471,209-6,473,268
chr2L:11,049,579-11,050,765
chr2L:5,258,061-5,259,913
chr3L:14,342,405-14,343,304
chr3L:14,299,623-14,300,780
chrX:4,468,202-4,469,151
chr3R:16,517,605-16,519,323
chr2R:21,588,419-21,590,272
chr2L:21,806,731-21,807,904
chr3L:15,191,217-15,193,087
chr2R:14,205,421-14,206,623
chr2R:6,513,994-6,516,168
chr3R:13,940,418-13,942,374
chr2L:14,425,291-14,427,379
chr2R:20,022,225-20,023,367
chr3L:20,581,984-20,583,070
chr2L:11,291,230-11,292,391
chr3L:6,805,257-6,806,343
chr2L:3,570,166-3,571,157
chr2L:11,454,366-11,455,415
chr2R:14,811,580-14,812,742

Forward primer
tttttCCTGCAGGAGCAACATCTTGGAACATCTTGTATTG
tttttCCTGCAGGGCCATGTGCAGTTGACTAATTTACC
tttttCCTGCAGGATCAACATCGTAATAGTACCGTATCCC
tttttCCTGCAGGTATGCCACATCCAAAGACCAGAG
tttttCCTGCAGGAGTCAAGCATGAAACCACTTCTGG
tttttCCTGCAGGGCTTAAAACCTTGCATGTTTTGTCG
tttttCCTGCAGGCACTTTAGATTGCTTGCAGCGC
tttttCCTGCAGGGTTGCACTGAAAGTTGCTTAGC
tttttAAGCTTATGGACAAACGGACGCATACAAG
tttttCCTGCAGGGTTGAAACCCATTATGAACCCAAATCC
tttttCCTGCAGGTTGGGCATCTTCCGCTTCATTTAGG
tttttCCTGCAGGTCGCTTTTGGTAGGCAGTATCG
tttttCCTGCAGGGAAAGGGTTGTTTTCGGTCGTC
tttttCCTGCAGGCAAATCGCCATGGCTCGATTG
tttttCCTGCAGGGGTCTTTAGTTACGCCCCAATTTGC
tttttCCTGCAGGCGAATGTTCTCTGAGATTTCACACG
tttttCCTGCAGGTTTCCCGAATCGCGGTTAAGG
tttttCCTGCAGGACGTTGTCACTATAACTATGCGATGC
tttttCCTGCAGGTGATAAGTAAATGAGCTCAGCTGGTG
tttttCCTGCAGGGTAGACTTTTCTCCAAGTGCAGG
tttttCCTGCAGGGCTGAGCGGCTTACAAGGAG
synthesized fragment
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Reverse primer
tttttGCGGCCGCAGCCCAGAAATCGCTAACAATTACTC
tttttGCGGCCGCCACAGACAACAAGTTTTCCTGGC
tttttGCGGCCGCTACAAGTTAATGGCATTTGGGGTTGC
tttttGCGGCCGCGGCTGCATTATTTTGCTTCCAC
tttttGCGGCCGCCCGTTGGATGGAAAAGTCAAGTGA
tttttGCGGCCGCAACAAAATGAGACAGAGGGTTTCG
tttttGCGGCCGCGTCAAAATCGAGCAACCAAATGCAAAC
tttttGCGGCCGCGGGGATAATCCAGAACTGAAGTG
tttttGCGGCCGCCGAACTTTAAGCACTGATACTGGATG
tttttGCGGCCGCGCTTAAAATTGTTCTGCGAACCTTCG
tttttGCGGCCGCGGGTTTTATCTGATGCGCCTTAATC
tttttGCGGCCGCGCCGCAAGTTTAACTTTTTTATTGCC
tttttGCGGCCGCTGCCTTAGATCAGCTACAATTTCGG
tttttGCGGCCGCGGCAGTTCCACAGTCGCAAATC
tttttGCGGCCGCCCCTGTGTGAAGAGTATTCAGC
tttttGCGGCCGCGGGCATACATCCTTCGACTGAAC
tttttGCGGCCGCAGTCATAGCCGCGATCAGTTTCC
tttttGCGGCCGCACAGCAGAATGATGCTCCCTTG
tttttGCGGCCGCAGGGTGCTTAATAAATGTGCTTAG
tttttGCGGCCGCTGTTAGACTTCCATGGACGACTAAG
tttttGAATTCGCGGAACTTCCAAGC

3.5 Experimental Procedures
Drosophila strains and transgenes
Transgenes used in this study are as follows:
nub.Gal4 (Calleja et al., 1996)
tsh.Gal4 (Calleja et al., 1996)
UAS.Kash-GFP (Gift of Dr. Vikki Weake, Purdue Univ.) (Ma & Weake, 2014)
Sd-GFP (protein-trap fusion, FlyTrap, Bloomington # 50827) (Kelso et al., 2004)
UAS.Ubx.RNAi (chr. II) (Delker et al., 2019)
UAS.Ubx.RNAi (chr. III) (Delker et al., 2019)
UAS-mCherry.nls (Bloomington # 38425)
tub.Gal80ts (McGuire et al., 2004)

Construction of enhancer reporter genes
Genomic fragments corresponding to putative CRMs were amplified from a generic laboratory
yw stock. Regions were placed via restriction-mediated cloning into the multiple cloning site of
pRVV54 (Slattery et al., 2013), in which the lacZ ORF was replaced with the eGFP ORF (gift of
Roumen Voutev, Columbia University). Coordinates of selected regions are described in Table
S1. CRMs of sal1.1 and knW were cloned using coordinates previously described (Galant et al.,
2002b; Hersh & Carroll, 2005). sal1.1 was inserted into pRVV54-LacZ and knW was
synthesized as a full length fragment by Genewiz and inserted via restriction digest into a pHStinger (Barolo et al., 2000) plasmid in which a attB sequence was inserted into the AatII
restriction site. All reporters were integrated into the genome using PhiC31 system (Bischof et
al., 2007) at the Attp2 landing site. Primers used for each reporter are listed in Table S1.
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Clonal analysis
Ubx mitotic null clones were made using the Flp/FRT system (Xu & Rubin, 1993) using the null
Ubx9-22 allele (Capdevila & García-Bellido, 1981). Larvae were heatshocked at 37˚C for 40-50
minutes at the end of the 2rd instar stage and analyzed 48 hours later.

Immunohistochemistry
Wandering 3rd instar larval heads were dissected and inverted in PBS, followed by fixation in 4%
PFA for 25 minutes at room temperature. Heads were then washed 2X 30 minutes in staining
solution (SS: PBS, 1% BSA, 0.3% Triton-X). Primary antibodies were then added for incubation
overnight in SS at 4˚C. Heads were washed 4X 10 minutes in SS and incubated with fluorescent
secondary antibodies for 2 hours at room temperature in dark, and washed as before. Heads were
incubated overnight in Vectashield containing DAPI, and imaginal discs were subsequently
dissected and mounted for imaging using a confocal microscope (Leica SP5 or Zeiss LSM 800)
Primary antibodies used were:
anti-Ubx (Mouse, FP3.38(Capdevila & García-Bellido, 1981), Developmental Studies
Hybridoma Bank)
anti-Hth (Guinea Pig, Gp115, produced by Calico)
anti-Tsh (Guniea pig, Gp68, produced by Calico)
anti-Nub (Mouse, 2D4(Averof & Cohen, 1997), Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank)
anti-Spalt (gift from James Hombría, CABD)
anti-GFP (Goat, gift from Kevin White, UChicago)
anti-β-galactosidase (Rabbit, Cappel)
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Nuclei sorting
Nuclei were magnetically sorted from wing and haltere imaginal discs using the UAS.Kash-GFP
transgene as previously described (Ma & Weake, 2014) with slight modifications. Briefly,
imaginal discs of the genotype nub.G4; UAS.Kash-GFP or tsh.G4; UAS.Kash-GFP were isolated
from larvae at the 3rd instar wandering stage in PBS with 0.01% tween-20 on ice. Dissected
tissue was then washed 2X in chilled nuclei extraction buffer (NEB: 10 mM HEPES, pH =7.5;
2.5 mM MgCl; 10 mM KCl). Nuclei were extracted in a 1 mL dounce on ice using 20 strokes of
the loose pestle, followed by a 10-minute incubation, and 25 strokes of the tight pestle. Nuclei
were then filtered over 30 uM cell filter, and pre-cleared for 10min with 5ul of Protein-G
Dynabeads in NEB supplemented with 0.1% tween-20. Pre-clearing beads were removed with a
magnet and nuclei were added to a new tube containing anti-GFP coated Dynabeads and
incubated with rotation for 30 min at 4˚C. Afterwards bead-bound nuclei were washed 4X (5min
each) with nuclei wash buffer (15 mM TRIS, pH=7.5; 50 mM NaCl; 40 mM KCl; 2 mM MgCl2;
0.1 % Tween-20). Isolated nuclei were counted on a hemocytometer, and used for ATAC-seq or
RNA-seq.

ATAC-seq library preparation and sequencing
ATAC-seq was performed on 50,000 nuclei as previously described (Buenrostro et al., 2015).
Libraries were sequenced using a 150-cycle high output (wild-type samples) or 75-cycle high
output (RNAi samples) with paired end sequencing using an Illumina Nextseq. Two replicates
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were used for all ATAC-seq experiments, with the exception of tsh+ haltere experiment, for
which three replicates were performed.

RNAi knockdown
Larvae of the genotype yw; nub.G4, tub-Gal80ts/UAS.Ubx.RNAi; UAS.KashGFP/UAS.Ubx.RNAi were raised at 18˚C until early 3rd instar and subsequently shifted to 29˚C to
permit expression of RNAi for 48 hours. Wandering 3rd instar larvae were collected, and
subjected to ATAC-seq as described above, separately for wing and haltere discs.

RNA-seq library preparation and sequencing
RNA was extracted from sorted nuclei using TRIzol and purified using the Zymo Direct-zol
RNA Microprep kit. RNA-seq libraries were prepared using total rRNA depleted RNA using
Nugen Ovation Drosophila RNA-seq system. Libraries were sequenced using a 150-cycle high
output with paired end sequencing using an Illumina Nextseq. Two replicates were used for all
RNA-seq experiments.

ChIP-seq library preparation and sequencing
ChIP-seq using wing and haltere imaginal discs was performed as described previously (Estella
et al., 2008) with minor modifications according to (Ghavi-Helm et al., 2016; Laprell et al.,
2017). 3rd instar larval heads were dissected and inverted in PBS on ice. Heads were fixed for 20
minutes in 1.8% PFA in crosslinking medium (10 mM HEPES, pH=8.0; 100 mM NaCl; 1 mM
EDTA, pH=8.0; 0.5 mM EGTA, pH=8.0) at room-temperature with rotation, and subsequently
quenched (Quench solution: 1xPBS; 125 mM glycine; 0.1% Triton X-100). Fixed-heads were
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then washed 2X in buffer A (10 mM HEPES, pH=8.0; 10 mM EDTA, pH=8.0; 0.5 mM EGTA,
pH=8.0, 0.25 % Triton X-100) and 2X buffer B (10 mM HEPES, pH=8.0; 200 mM NaCl; 1 mM
EDTA, pH=8.0; 0.5 mM EGTA, pH=8.0; 0.01% Triton X-100) 10 minutes each at 4°C. Wing or
haltere discs were then dissected and placed in sonication buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH = 8.0 ;1
mM EDTA, pH = 8.0; 0.5 mM EGTA, pH = 8.0, 0.1 % SDS). Chromatin sonication was
performed using a Covaris S2 instrument at settings (105W; 2 % Duty; 15 minutes).

Sonicated chromatin was brought to 1X mild-RIPA (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH=8.0; 1 mM EDTA,
pH=8.0; 150 mM NaCl; 1% Triton X-100) concentration and pre-cleared with Dynabeads for 1
hour at 4˚C with rotation. Pre-clearing beads were removed and antibody was added for
incubation overnight. Dynabeads were added and incubated for 3 hrs. Bead bound antibodychromatin complexes were washed as follows 2X RIPA LS (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH=8.0; 1 mM
EDTA, pH=8.0; 150 mM NaCl; 1% Triton X-100; 0.1 % SDS; 0.1 % DOC), 2X RIPA HS (10
mM Tris-HCl, pH=8.0; 1 mM EDTA, pH=8.0; 500 mM NaCl; 1% Triton X-100; 0.1 % SDS; 0.1
% DOC), 1X LiCl (10mM Tris-HCl, pH=8.0; 1 mM EDTA, pH=8.0; 250 mM LiCl; 0.5 %
IGEPAL CA-630; 0.5 % DOC), 1X TE (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH=8.0; 1 mM EDTA, pH=8.0).
Samples were then treated with RNAse and proteinase K, and chromatin was isolated using
phenol-chloroform.
Antibodies used were anti-Ubx (7701 (Marin et al., 2012), 1∶100 dilution for IP, gift from Kevin
White, U. Chicago), anti-Hth (Gp52 (Ryoo & Mann, 1999), 1∶300 dilution for IP), and anti-GFP
(used for Sd-GFP; ab290, Abcam; 1:300 dilution for IP).
ChIP-seq libraries were made following the NEBnext UltraII kit (NEB) and associated protocol.
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Libraries were sequenced using a 75-cycle high output with single end sequencing using an
Illumina Nextseq. Two replicates were used for all ChIP-seq experiments.

ATAC-seq data processing
Reads were mapped using Bowtie2 to the dm6 genome assembly. Mapped reads were then
filtered for map quality (SAMtools (H. Li et al., 2009)) and duplicates (Picard MarkDuplicates).
The Galaxy platform (Afgan et al., 2018) was used for these pre-processing steps.
Genome-track files were created using Deeptools (BamCoverage; RPGC normalization).
Differential analysis was performed using DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014) on a common interval of
24,915 peaks generated by merging ATAC-seq peaks called by MACS2 (Y. Zhang et al., 2008)(
--nomodel --call-summits) from the all wild-type sorted data sets. Cut off used for calling
differential accessibility was Log2Fold change > 0.5 and adjusted p-value (padj) < 0.05. Peaks
within the extended Ubx genomic locus were defined by (Chr3R: 16655898- 16807343).
Heatmaps were made using Deeptools ComputeMatrix (options: reference-point;
missingDataAsZero) and PlotHeatmap.

RNA-seq data processing
Reads were mapped using HISAT2 to the dm6 genome assembly. Mapped reads were then
filtered for map quality (SAMtools(H. Li et al., 2009)).
Differential analysis was performed using DESeq2 with cutoff: padj < 0.01.
For comparison of ATAC-seq and RNA-seq, all ATAC-seq peaks were assigned to the nearest
gene that is expressed in either wing or haltere imaginal disc (count > 50). For each gene the
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single ATAC peak with the lowest p-value determined by DESeq2 differential analysis, and the
(W/H) -Log10P as determined by DESeq2 (described above) was compared between peaks
associated with differentially expressed vs non-differentially expressed genes.

ChIP-seq data processing

Reads were mapped using Bowtie2 to the dm6 genome assembly. Mapped reads were then
filtered for map quality (SAMtools (H. Li et al., 2009)) and duplicates (Picard MarkDuplicates).
Peaks were called using MACS2 (Y. Zhang et al., 2008). Genome-track files were created using
Deeptools (BamCoverage; RPKM normalization).

For comparison of Sd binding in wing and haltere, differential analysis was performed using
DiffBind (Ross-Innes et al., 2012) (FDR < 0.05 for significance cutoff).

Motif analysis
De novo motifs were discovered using Homer (Heinz et al., 2010) (findmotifsgenome.pl). For
ATAC-seq data the entire peak was used to search for enriched motifs (option: -size given) and
all ATAC peaks (minus the queried group) were used to calculate background enrichment. For
ChIP-seq a default 200bp window around the peak center was used. To center peaks around the
best match to the de-novo motif (Figure 3.2E, F) the annotatepeaks command was used (option: mbed) to generate the location of the motif.
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Chapter 4: General conclusions and future directions

In the preceding chapters I’ve described my results towards using modern chromatin
profiling techniques to understand how precise regulatory programs are shaped by transcription
factors during development. Using the well-characterized developmental systems of the wing
and haltere imaginal disc I’ve compared the chromatin accessibility differences between closely
related populations of cells across a developmental axis (Chapter 2) or serially homologous cells
distinguished by Hox input (Chapter 3). In both cases there is evidence for widespread cell-type
specific changes that reflect the transcription factor inputs defining these populations. This
dynamic chromatin landscape among different cell types is highly consistent with other
characterized systems showing widespread differences in chromatin accessibility is a hallmark of
patterning. The imaginal disc system offers a tremendous context to tease apart the complex
interplay between patterning and chromatin structure. Coupling this with a variety of other
experiments including transcription factor binding and reporter constructs has permitted multiple
novel insights into how individual factors and combinations contribute to the generation of
complex tissues composed of distinct populations of cell. In this chapter I will discuss several
points which I consider particularly impactful and where I believe the important next steps in
their development lie.

4.1 Function of repressors during tissue patterning

I’ve presented evidence in Chapter 2 of this thesis that the POU-family TF Nubbin
functions to promote dorsal appendage development by widely repressing proximally-active
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CRMs associated with a decrease in chromatin accessibility. Such a function is consistent with
the expression pattern of Nubbin, both in being the only gene known to be continuously
expressed in the entire flight appendage domains and its conservation in other insect clades as a
wing marker. A previous study by Neumann and Cohen provides strong evidence suggesting that
the repressive function of Nubbin, in the context of several downstream targets of Notch
signaling, works by increasing the barrier required for CRM activation. The result of this is that
CRM activity of Nub targets, relative to nub(-) cells, is narrowed to the domain where Notch
signaling is highest at the Dorsal-Ventral boundary(Neumann & Cohen, 1998). Other instances
of repressors functioning to modulate the threshold response of CRMs to activators have been
described in the patterning of Drosophila blastoderm, for example, where repressor gradients of
Kni and Hb set determine the sensitivity of eve stripe CRMs to respond to activating inputs in the
correct manner(Clyde et al., 2003). A distinction here with Nub is that it does not function in a
gradient, but defines an entire field within a tissue uniformly.
This may be a simple, yet important, mechanism to diversify cell identities in developing
tissue where cell populations share a common lineage yet need to perform different roles. In the
wing disc, appendage cells arise from a common precursor with body wall cells. Both
populations are exposed to similar signaling cues, such as Dpp and Notch, and express the same
pioneer factor Grainyhead, Grh(Jacobs et al., 2018). As a result, CRMs in both territories may be
primed to produce the same level of transcriptional output and a population-specific repressor,
such as Nubbin, may be required to counteract this intrinsic similarity to diversify cell fate. The
observations discussed in Chapter 2 that Nub associates with decreasing accessibility may
provide a mechanism to alter the sensitivity of CRMs by restricting access to activating TFs. The
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datasets described in Chapter 2 compromising a large set of putative CRMs and TF binding
patterns offers a useful starting point to address these questions.
In the short-term more Nub target genes from my genome-wide analysis need to be
examined and characterized to determine if the thresholding mechanism described by Neumann
and Cohen is broadly applicable to the targets I’ve identified. If the output level of CRMs in
wing appendage cells is subject to a balance between activating inputs (i.e from signaling
pathways for example) and repression by Nubbin, what is the consequence of modifying Nubbin
dosage in the wing? Too much of the repressor recruited to a CRM may pull this balance towards
the repressive side and result in complete suppression of the CRM in the appendage. This is
particularly intriguing when considering the cross regulation of the Nub paralog Pdm2 described
in Chapter 2. I’ve shown Pdm2 is capable of redundant function with Nubbin during wing
development, and it therefore likely acts in the same repressive manner. Therefore, it’s possible
that combined levels of Nub/Pdm2 in the wing is detrimental due to over-repression of target
CRMs resulting from overall increase of dosage and this may have created positive selection
towards the suppression of Pdm2. Experiments are currently underway to mutate the putative
repressive binding site for Rotund in the pdm2 promoter to examine its effect on Pdm2 levels. If
derepression does occur, resulting in increased overall Nub/Pdm2 repressor levels, I would then
examine whether morphological defects occur in the wing as a result of aberrant repression of
downstream genes.

4.2 Evolution of gene duplicates
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Many gene duplicates in eukaryotic genomes are retained in close proximity, share
similar expression patterns, and perform largely redundant functions(Lan & Pritchard, 2016;
Qian et al., 2010).In some cases the shared expression is attributed to regulation of both paralogs
by similar CRMs(Lan & Pritchard, 2016). Such a scenario assumes that positive selection that
permits retention of both paralogs is a result of either 1) a beneficial outcome of increased gene
dosage or 2) expression of both paralogs is decreased so only the combination provides sufficient
dosage to match the ancestral function. Given the pleiotropic roles of many genes, it is naturally
assumed that even if one of these outcomes is tolerated or provides a benefit in one cellular
context, if in another it becomes detrimental then the duplicate copy will not be preserved(Innan
& Kondrashov, 2010).
The case of Nubbin/Pdm2 described here therefore provides an interesting, and to my
knowledge unique, case of redundant paralog divergence. I’ve shown that although the two
genes are functionally redundant and are co-regulated by a single CRM, their expression patterns
diverge in the wing imaginal disc. I provide evidence that this is mediated through repressive
input by Rotund into the pdm2 promoter that results in suppression of Pdm2 levels in most of the
appendage cells. Thus the spatial pattern of Pdm2 expression in the wing is a result of both
positive input into its distal CRM, revealed upon loss of either Rn or Nub, and repressive input
into its promoter. Importantly we do not yet know whether this decrease in Pdm2 is required for
proper development of the wing or if high levels of both Nub and Pdm2 simultaneously can be
tolerated, though these experiments are in progress (see preceding section). Interestingly this
configuration allows Pdm2 to compensate for loss of Nubbin because, through an unknown
mechanism, Nub is also required for repression of Pdm2. Upon loss of Nub, pdm2 begins to
respond to the shared CRM throughout the appendage and permits normal wing development.
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Why was pdm2 retained following gene duplication? Given Pdm2 is actively silenced in
the wing disc it’s interesting to speculate why its retention in the genome would have been
positively selected. Outside the wing disc Pdm2 is not expressed in the larval imaginal discs even
though Nubbin is required in a subset of these tissues (See Chapter 2 Fig. 6) and no contexts
have been described where Pdm2 is expressed without Nubbin. Importantly pdm2 null animals
are completely viable without any noticeable defects at the adult stage. One scenario that may
provide an answer is the nervous system, where both proteins are expressed at high levels in the
same subpopulations. It was previously shown that a quantitative loss of RP2 motor neurons
results from loss of either Pdm2 or Nub, with a more severe effect in pdm2 mutants. It is
therefore possible that although in the laboratory conditions Pdm2 is dispensable, this function in
RP2 neurons and other potential contexts provides selective pressure to preserve both genes in
the wild. In conclusion I propose a mechanism wherein cases of duplicated paralogs that share
regulatory DNA, contexts where increased dosage may be detrimental can be compensated by
changes to the promoter of one paralog to relieve the detrimental effect of dosage increase in
specific cellular contexts. However the alternative hypothesis that the retention of pdm2 is
beneficial for providing robustness to the Nub/Pdm2-dependent developmental programs in
naturally occurring populations in the wild cannot be ruled out.

4.3 Regulation of Hox activity

In this dissertation (Chapter 3) I’ve presented evidence that within a relatively
homogenous cell populations in the developing haltere imaginal disc (i.e capitellum, hinge, and
body wall) Ubx acts in a cell type-dependent largely uniform manner to either activate or repress
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transcription. This has important implications on the regulation of Hox activity in-vivo. While
this result is not inconsistent with the “collaborator” model of activity regulation, wherein the
sign of gene of regulation is determined by the non-Hox TFs recruited to target CRMs, there are
several points of interest worth considering. It might suggest that within a given cell the potential
number of collaborators is smaller than previously hypothesized. This is because if there were
many different collaborators, each of which could be either functioning in an activation or
repressive capacity, then it would be expected that both activities would be evident in the same
cell population. If this were the case it should also be expected that non-Hox motifs
(corresponding to the collaborator TFs) are enriched at levels similar to Hox motifs within the
target CRM group. However, we do not find a single case of this in any of the three Hox
regulated cell populations. Thus it’s possible the function of collaborator proteins at Hox-target
CRMs may be necessary for other CRM properties outside of determining the sign of regulation
(see next section). This is supported by the observation that the collaborators themselves can
function in both activation and repression in different contexts. For example the SMAD ortholog
Mad functions as a collaborator with Ubx in repression of the sal1.1 CRM in the haltere and in
activation of the XC dpp CRM with Abd-A in the midgut(Grienenberger et al., 2003; Walsh &
Carroll, 2007). Likewise the collaborator Engrailed, required with posterior Hox proteins during
repression of DCRE Dll CRM, can function to promote gene activation in other
contexts(Alexandre & Vincent, 2003). Thus if the collaborators themselves are not dedicated to a
particular sign of regulation, it would suggest that another level of regulation may exert control
over the sign of gene regulation. Given that the common factor to all Hox targets is the Hox
protein itself, this would be a likely place to start. It is important to note however that caveats to
this interpretation exist and its reliance on motif discovery, which has numerous
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limitations(Simcha et al., 2012), could contribute to missing contributions of potential
collaborators. It will be important to build upon the data sets I’ve generated by categorizing
CRM targets (i.e activation vs. repression, nub+ vs tsh+) and perform more detailed experiments
to dissect the relevant inputs beyond Hox and what their contribution to regulation of the target
is.
Instead, the results presented here may be more compatible with a model where Hox
proteins themselves, although dual-functioning regulators in general, could be largely dedicated
to one activity in given cell population. Numerous potential mechanisms that have been
described on other systems to regulate TF activity can explain how the switch in Ubx activity
takes place including: the recruitment of a non-DNA binding cofactor (Lukoseviciute et al.,
2018), post-translational modification(Lynch et al., 2011), usage of different splice
variants(Young et al., 2019), among others. Ubx may also influence the position of target CRMs
within chromatin territories, promoting their localization in different activating or repressive
microenvironments relative to wing cells in different regions of the haltere disc (Furlong &
Levine, 2018). Once established within a particular microenvironment the CRM may be targeted
by distinct repressive or activating collaborators concentrated in these domains. Such a
difference in activity between the tsh+ and nub+ populations described above would have to be
downstream of differential expression of a gene that participates directly or indirectly in
mediating this difference. Therefore an important future direction of this project is to determine
the switch between activating and repressive forms of Ubx in the haltere using the sorted RNAseq as a starting point.
To test this I would propose a screen taking advantage of both the extensive data
presented in this thesis and the unique advantages of the wing-haltere system allowing
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simultaneous observation of the Ubx OFF and Ubx ON CRM status. I would use a CRM from
the category of “haltere expanded” Ubx targets discussed in Chapter 3 (see section “In vivo
reporters support spatial regulation of Ubx activity”) as a read out following RNAi-mediated
knockdown of candidates. These CRMs are active in both the wing and haltere hinge, but are
expressed at higher levels in the haltere as a result of Ubx input. This is important because for
targets that go from OFF to ON, loss of reporter activity could be due to loss of a general factor
required for transcription and not necessarily one that switches Ubx activity to repressive.
However using a reporter that is in the ON state in the absence of Ubx will allow for observation
of repression, as levels will be reduced relative to the wing. A caveat to this approach is that it
assumes repression is the default state of the Ubx/Exd function and that a factor specifically
expressed in hinge cells causes a switch to activation. The opposite could also be the case, with
default being activation, and thus a screen should be performed on a target in the tsh+ domain in
parallel.

4.4 Chromatin changes associated with segmental identification

The work presented in Chapter 3 demonstrates that Ubx is associated with changes to the
accessible chromatin landscape in the T3 haltere disc relative to the T2 wing disc through
increase or decrease of accessibility coinciding with CRM activation and repression,
respectively. Given several recent reports detailing the ability of other Drosophila Hox
proteins(Porcelli et al., 2019) and a subset of their mammalian orthologs(Bulajić et al., 2020;
Desanlis et al., 2020) to access closed chromatin it is likely that each region a given Hox protein
is expressed can be defined by a unique chromatin profile depending on the intrinsic ability of
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the protein to access less accessible chromatin and the availability of cofactors. In the case of
Ubx increased accessibility relative to the wing ground state appears restricted to cells that
express Hth in the distal hinge consistent with the results of Porcelli et al finding Ubx requires
Exd/Hth for opening chromatin. Other Hox paralogs have the ability to bind closed chromatin as
monomers. Are these paralogs more likely to function as activators in-vivo without the
requirement for Hth? Support for this comes from the posterior mammalian HOX13 paralogs.
The HOXC13 paralog shows high relative ability to access targets in low-accessible DNA when
expressed in the embryonic stem cell system induced toward the motor neuron cell fate(Bulajić
et al., 2020). In the distal developing limb bud HOXA13 and HOXD13 were shown to be
required for cell-type specific opening of many genomic regions coinciding with their critical
role in specifying the identity of these cells(Desanlis et al., 2020).
My results also show that beyond opening-associated activation, Hox proteins have the
potential to negatively influence chromatin accessibility coinciding with their role in target
repression. The fact that Hox protein binding was not associated with decreasing accessibility in
other studies bears consideration. One possibility is that the process of Hox-mediated opening vs
closing involves fundamentally different steps. Closing of previously accessible regions may
require interaction with other collaborators, either through direct interaction or binding to motifs
in close proximity, to initiate the shift from open to closed state. Particularly in the case of
Kc167 cells, a lack of expression of relevant Hox collaborators, or open regions that contain the
relevant cis-regulatory motifs to recruit them, could lead to a lack of observable repressive
function. Opening of chromatin, on the other hand, may be a less active process in which the
initial steps rely mostly on the ability of Hox (or Hox/Exd) to outcompete with nucleosomes to
bind DNA, though subsequent activation of target gene expression would likely require the
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recruitment of other TFs. In this case the process of opening could occur when only providing
the Hox proteins themselves. Alternatively, it may be the cellular context that is important. My
work shows that whether Ubx functions as an activator or repressor is dependent on the cell
population under consideration. Thus it may happen to be the cells studied outside of this work
are environments where Hox proteins are restricted to opening function. Examining more Hoxregulated cell populations in-vivo will be critical to answering the question of whether closing of
chromatin is a widespread characteristic of repression by Hox proteins.
An important next step in this research is gaining spatial precision on where Ubx is
changing chromatin in relation to where the CRM activity is ultimately effecting gene
expression. For example does Ubx-mediated opening of chromatin occur in cells outside of
where activity of the CRM is changed? Gene expression is a progressive process in which the
CRM must first become accessible to TF binding prior to recruitment of transcriptional
machinery. Thus good evidence for Ubx/Exd as a pioneer factor in the haltere hinge would be to
determine if the complex can influence opening in some cells without causing activation.
Alternatively, Ubx/Exd may only be able effect chromatin in the specific territory where all the
required activating TFs are also present, and together facilitate open chromatin through
collaborative binding affinity or sufficient recruitment of chromatin remodelers. To an extant my
work provides an answer to this question in the finding that downstream targets of Ubx/Exd are
largely different between tsh+ and nub+ cells of the haltere, despite Ubx being expressed in both
populations (Chapter 3). However, this is complicated by the fact that Ubx is performing
different roles in these populations (repression or activation) and Exd/Hth are only available in a
fraction of cells in the nub+ population corresponding to the hinge. One way to answer this
question would be to sort the specific cells in which Ubx/Exd activates one of the identified
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CRMs in this study and compare the ATAC-seq signal in these cells with cells that do not
activate this element.
Together this thesis contributes to a better understanding of the how Hox genes specialize
segment identity. Through differences in intrinsic ability to access closed chromatin, availability
of cofactors, and regulation of activator vs repressive forms, each homologous region of a
segment may have the potential for a unique set of cis-regulatory modules to be available for use
by other TFs. Such a situation creates a suitable environment for segments to diverge in
morphology despite being constructed largely by a similar set of regulatory genes. TFs utilized in
one segment would, as a result of differences in available binding sites, have distinct potentials
throughout the body. In chapter 3 I describe a set of results showing that the TF Scalloped is
distributed to different genomic regions in the wing disc compared with the haltere which is
strongly associated with alterations of chromatin accessibility resulting from Ubx input. Further
support comes from the study by Desanlis et al showing that HOX13-dependent open chromatin
regions cause another HOX paralog involved in more proximal limb segments, HOXA11, to
access those regions upon ectopic expression, although it is excluded from them in its normal
expression domain without HOX13(Desanlis et al., 2020). Thus Hox-dependent chromatin
changes may be a widespread part of Hox specification of cell identity by selectively promoting
or expanding the binding repertoire of other TFs.
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Appendix 1: Expanding insights into establishment of cell type
specific regulatory domains in the dorsal appendages
A1.1 Chromatin accessibility in the anterior and posterior compartments
In Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis I described my work to link cell type-specific chromatin
domains to upstream master regulatory factors along the proximal-distal axis of the wing and
haltere. I also attempted this for the anterior (A) and posterior (P) compartments with some
success. The separation of the AP cells is a classic system in developmental biology originally
described by the lab of Antonio Garcia-Bellido where the concept of compartments was
described in detail(Garcia-Bellido et al., 1973; Garcia-Bellido & Santamaria, 1972; Morata &
Lawrence, 1975). Anterior and posterior cells are specified early in embryonic development and
subsequently the cells are unable to mix forming stable compartments in each side of the
segment. This separation is critical to the formation of a signaling center at the compartment
boundary which produces the growth and patterning signal Dpp. This process is initiated by
expression of Engrailed (En) in the posterior cells. En, the prototypical selector gene is
continuously required throughout development and its loss leads the breakdown of the AP
boundary. While the best known downstream target of En is Hedgehog, the ligand for the cell
signaling pathway of the same name, other targets of En are not well characterized. Important
among these are potential targets that mediate the separation of anterior and posterior cells
during development, which has been thought to involve differences in cell adhesion properties.
Taking a similar approach to that of Chapters 2 and 3, I attempted to isolate CRMs that
distinguish A and P cells from both the wing and haltere by performing differential accessible
chromatin analysis of posterior (marked with en.Gal4) and anterior (marked with ci.Gal4)
populations (Fig. A1.1A). This approach has the advantage of finding targets downstream En in
the wing and, by comparing posterior-wing with posterior-haltere, targets downstream of Ubx
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that may also contain En input. It was previously shown that En cooperatively regulates the
target Dll with Ubx in the embryo(Gebelein et al., 2004). Thus it’s possible that this interaction
could be used more frequently in other domains such as the posterior haltere. In support of this
several genes are differentially expressed in the wing and haltere specifically in the posterior
compartment. For example, expression of wg occurs along the entire dorsal-ventral boundary in
the wing but is only expressed in the anterior side of the boundary in the haltere.
Although I successfully generated all relevant datasets for this aim (Anterior+Posterior
ATAC-seq in Wing + Haltere) problems became apparent in the analysis relating to the
asymmetry of these populations in the tissue. While En and Ci specify mutually exclusive
compartments, they are not expressed symmetrically. Namely, the majority of proximal tissue
comes from A cells expressing Ci (Fig. A1.1A, arrow). As a result, the open chromatin data was
noticeably skewed towards differences associated with proximal-distal identities. I’ve illustrated
this using a CRM near the optix gene, which is expressed exclusively in the A cells of the wing
and haltere appendage domain(Al Khatib et al., 2017). I identified a non-coding region in the
vicinity of optix that recapitulates endogenous gene expression and shows a highly bias
accessibility in nub+ cells consistent with its expression pattern (Fig. A1.1D-E). However, when
looking at the accessibility in the A and P compartments, the CRM is more accessible in the P
en+ cells than in the A compartment, where it is active. This is likely the result of the skewed
expression boundaries of the compartments themselves which results in more proximal cells
being sampled in the ci+ population and more distal cells, on average, in the en+ population.
Additionally the ci.Gal4 line displays patchy expression in the distal pouch region of the disc
which may have also biased the results toward proximal accessibility profile. Consistent with this
each CRM that shows a bias in expression, and accessibility, along the proximal distal axis is
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identified as differentially accessible in A and P cells (data not shown). Additionally, motif
analysis of differential regions identified similar motifs found in the proximal-distal analysis
(data not shown). Thus identifying CRMs using chromatin accessibility in A and P cells will
require more specific approach to isolate smaller subsets of cells from these compartments that
do not differ in the ratio proximal and distal cells.

A1.2 Binding pattern of Mad and En in the wing and haltere
In addition to the ChIP-seq experiments described in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis I also
performed ChIP-seq for the transcription factors Engrailed (En, discussed above) and
phosphorylated Mad(pMad), the mediator of Dpp signaling. Both of these TFs have been
implicated as Hox collaborators in co-targeting CRMs with Ubx in different contexts. En
regulates Dll together with Ubx in the embryo(Gebelein et al., 2004), and Mad regulates the spalt
gene in the haltere(Walsh & Carroll, 2007). Comparison of binding patterns in the wing and
haltere tissue provides a unique context to examine the relationship between patterning TFs with
Hox proteins. As the fundamental patterning program between this serially homologous organs is
similar, direct comparisons in binding can be made between different TFs to reveal their binding
pattern in the absence (wing) or presence (haltere) of Ubx. For example En specifies posterior
identity in both the wing and haltere, and pMad responds to Dpp from the same signaling source
in both tissues. Importantly only a single replicate was performed for each ChIP, and thus the
results are highly preliminary and must be performed a second time. Attempts to perform
additional replicates were made but proved unsuccessful for unknown reasons.
The majority of binding was overall similar between both tissues for En and pMad.
However tissue-specific binding events were observed for both TFs. In the case of En many
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instances of wing>haltere and haltere>wing were identified and serve as putative targets of Ubx
and En in the haltere (Fig. A1.2A). In the case of pMad, the majority of tissue-specific binding
was wing>haltere, and only a few haltere>wing regions were found (Fig. A1.2D). This may be
due to decreased Dpp signaling in the haltere relative to the wing (Crickmore & Mann, 2006)
which could translate to less pMad transduction and, thus, lower binding potential. The motifs
found in binding peaks for these factors, revealed by de-novo motif enrichment, did not
correspond to canonical motifs used by these TFs (Fig. A1.2B,E). However binding was
observed at suspected direct targets of these TFs. En binding was observed at the en locus itself
(Fig. A1.2C) possibly indicating auto-regulatory function and additional peaks were identified
near dpp,hh,and ptc (data not shown). For pMad strong binding was observed near the brk gene,
which is a known repressed target of Dpp signaling(Jaźwińska et al., 1999; Minami et al., 1999).
Together these data sets will provide a useful resource to understand how Ubx influences
conserved patterning regulators in the haltere to modify their function.
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Figure A1.1. Accessibility in anterior and posterior compartments
(A) Adult wing showing the boundary (dashed line) of anterior and posterior compartments.
(B) Anterior cells are marked by expression of ci (ci+) and posterior cells are marked with en
(en+). Proximal tissue (white arrow) is mostly associated with the anterior compartment.
(C) Expression of Optix is restriced to the anterior (A) cells. Image from (Al Khatib et al., 2017).
(D) R30D05 is CRM that recapitulates optix expression in the wing.
(E) ATAC-seq from sorted populations (nub+[wing], tsh+[wing], en+[wing], ci+[wing],
en+[haltere], and ci+[haltere]). Accessibility of the R30D05 CRM (orange bar, bottom)
measured from sorted ATAC-seq is bias towards en+ (P) cells in contrast to the activity of the
CRM which is A cell-specific.
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Figure A1.2. Tissue-specific comparison of En and Mad binding
(A,D) Comparing ChIP-seq occupancy (log2 transfromed) of En (A) and pMad(B) in wing and
haltere tissue.
(B,E) Top enriched motif in peaks from En (B) and pMad (E) ChIP experiments. Motif from
wing experiments shown on top and haltere experiments on bottom. The canonical motifs for
these TFs was not significantly enriched.
(C) Binding at associated genes for En (C, engrailed locus) and Mad (F, binker locus) suggests
ChIP experiments were enriched in expected regions.
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Appendix 2: Identification of a regulatory element of homothorax
that is specific to dorsal imaginal discs during embryonic
development
This appendix relates to a collaborative work that I contributed to as a co-author(Requena et al.,
2017) addressing the origin of dorsal appendages in insects, which was a key evolutionary
innovation permitting species diversification. This work utilized dissection of a single CRM
regulating expression of the gene snail in the dorsal primordia, identifying many patterning
inputs that specify early dorsal appendage cells. I identified an additional enhancer that could
serve useful to ask whether additional inputs may be required for other dorsal appendage CRMs
or if all the requirements for snail are conserved for additional CRMs.
I surveyed publicly available expression profiles of a genome-wide scale enhancer screen
in the Drosophila embryo (Kvon et al., 2014) to find CRMs that are specifically active in the
embryonic dorsal primordia. A fragment near hth called VT39563 (Fig. A2.1A) showed activity
in a pattern consistent with dorsal appendage cells. I confirmed this by showing gal4 expression
driven by VT39563 activated a UAS reporter in cells dorsal to the ventral primordia that express
Dll (Fig. A2.1B). Additionally lineage trace of this gal4 construct revealed labeling in the entire
mature wing and haltere, suggesting the CRM is active in all dorsal primordia cells (Fig. A2.1C).
Thus this CRM will serve as a useful tool to assess whether inputs are shared with other dorsal
primordia regulatory elements (i.e snail CRM (Requena et al., 2017)).

Figure A2.1. Identification of an embryonic dorsal appendage CRM
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(A) Genomic region of hth showing the location of the VT39563 (Kvon et al., 2014)
(B) VT39563 drives regulatory activity (Red) in region coinciding with dorsal appendage
primordia and not ventral primordia (Dll, green).
(C) Lineage tracing and additional larval expression of VT39563. Top right: Lineage trace (GFP
signal) confirms expression in the entire dorsal primordia, and prior to the L3 stage this CRM
turns OFF (lack of RFP expression). Bottom left: additional activity in the CNS is revealed by
lineage although the CRM is not active in these cells in L3. Bottom right: Activity in T2 leg disc
reveals a small subset of cells that activate this CRM.
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